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As Dick and Harry seized the Hessian, the woman and her daughter pointed accusing fingers
at him. "There stands the murderer of my son!" shrieked Mrs. Gray. Several
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The Liberty Boys Fighting Doxstader
OR, THE DF.STRUCTION OF CURRYTOWN
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.-A Plucky Country Boy.
"Look out, Bob; I think there are Indians on
that point. Row a little slower."
..... "All i·ight, Dick. There have been no Indians
about, have there?"
"I have not heard of any, Bob, but there are
signs of them at the point, and we can never be
too careful in these troublous times."
"No, that is right; we can't."
.
There were two boys in a little boat on the
Mohawk river not far from the present town of
Palatine, in New York. They wore the Continental uniform and were the captain and first lieutenant, respectively, of a band of sterling young
patriots fighting for American independence ,
known as the Liberty ·Boys. The compan.y1 was
just now in the Mohawk Valley, watching the
Tories and Indians, who at frequent intervals
harassed the people of that beautiful region, devastating homes, plunpering the people and carrying ruin and death to many a family.
Dick Slater, the young captain, had not heard
that there were any Indians in the immediate
neighborhood , but he knew the &igns, and he was
prepared to hear of these wily foes at any time,
and he had therefore warned Bob Estabrook, his
lieutenant, to be on the lookout. Tihe Liberty
Boys had their camp near Canajoharie, a few
miles distant, but Dick was on the river now
reconnoiterin g as he frequently did, for the utmost vigilance was necessary in order to keep
secure from the many wily enemies who threatened them at all times.
Bob rowed more slowly, and Dick, pistol in
hand kept an eye on the wooded point where he
susp~cted Indians were lurking. There was no
motion now and the suspected Indians had either
• gone away 'or were keeping still in ?rder not to
arouse the suspkions of the boys m the boat.
'.As the boys went on slowly, a dug•ut came around
a point below them, and the occupant, a J>oy of
about fourteen, called out cautiously:
"Look out Captain, there are Indians hiding
there! I sa~ them from the shore a little while
.ago."
"Stop rowing, Bob," said Dick, turning h~s h~ad
and giving a good look at the boy, satisfymg
himself in a moment that he was thoroughly
honest, and then saying:
"Yes so I suspected, although I have not seen
any, b~t only the signs of them."
.
The boy in the dugout, who was dressed. m
coarse homespun, blue woolen hose and serviceI

able shoes, swung his paddle deftly and was soon
alongside the boat. '
"How many did you see ?" Dick asked.
"Three or four. I was up there looking for
birds and rabbits, and I saw their topknots. They
were so busy looking out on thEt river that they
did not notice me, and I got away in a hurry and
went back to my dugout. Then I saw you ana
knew that it was you theyi were watching."
"You live in the neighborhood ?"
"Yes, at Currytown, below Canajoharie. I
have seen your camp. This dugout belongs to me
and sometimes I keep it on the creek and sometimes here. I do a lot of hunting and fishing in
it, for we do not get much from our little !arm
and we must live somehow."
Dick liked the appearance of the boy very
much, and he now asked:
"What is your name, my boy? You have the
advantage of me."
"George Gray. My mother and I and my Sister Mattie live in a little cabin on the edge of
Currytown, but I go all over the neighborhood .
"What is your name, my boy? You have the
advantage of me."
·
"George Gray. My mother and I and my Sister Mattie live in a little ca•in on ihe edge of
Currytown, but I go .all over the neighborhood .
You are out scouting?"
"Yes. Have you heard of any threatened' disturbance by the Tories or Indians ?"
"No, Captain; but there are some Hessians and
a few redcoats farther up the rivet·, and no one
knows when they may break out. The J ohnsons
generally keep them stirred up whel) they want
to take revenge upon the patriots of the valley."
Sir William Johniton . and his son, Sir John,
were rich Tories of the valley, who from time
to time incited the Indians against the people,
Sir John being the commander of a band of Loyalists and Refugees, ~alling themselves the Doyal
Greens.
"But the Hessians and redcoats have not made
any trouble as yet ?"
"N<>; but one never knows when they will .
The Hessians seem to regard everything belonging to 'rebels,' as they insultingly call us, free
to take whenever they see fit."
"Yes, I kno·w they do, but we correct that impression whenever we see them helping themselves."
The boat and the dugout were slowly drifting
downstream, and Dick had not so good a view of
the point as before.
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"There were only three or four of the redskins, Harry Judson, who, being a boy of this very reGeorge ?" he asked. "Wexe they in their war gion, knew that the Tories were as apt to misbehave as the Indians.
paint, or just in ordinary rig?"
"I did not hear that they were up to any mis"They were not in war paint, but these Mohawks wiJ.l steal or kill out of t heir war toggery chief, Harry, ·b ut they will bear watching at all
as ~II as in it. I would not trust them at any times."
"There is a Tory> called Doxstader, living back
time, Captain."
Bob laughed outright, and Dick said, with a here a bit," spoke up Lishe Greene, another Mohawk valley boy, "who has a lot to do with the
smile:
"No, and I wouldn;t do it myself. If there were Indians, and I've heard him say more'n once that
only a few of them, however, it is likely tlalt he\! ,.tir 'em up agains.t us rebels, a s he called us,
they will be cautious, especially if they think that onll o' .:th~se days . I think he has something to
t he people are on the lookout for them. They dO' witl\:·the Johnsons, but I'm not sure."
"Tbi~71:>ox·stader is not an officer of the Royat
r ely on strength of n~bers when making an
Greens 7'" ·
·
attack-."
"I don't .know, Captain. He's the rankest kind
"Yes, and instead of being brave and fearless,
as some folks call 'em, they are nothing bu t a of Toty;·. anj) yet he's of Dutch stock and you'd
thirik '.Jw'd be a patriot. The Dutch have had
lot of cowardly wolves, in my opinion."
Bob laughed heartily, and Dick smiled and trob.b'le ell.Ough with Indians and British and such
like "cattle not to go in with 'em afterward, I
made reply:
"You are not at all complimentary, my boy, should think."
"Yes, so you would, but there are some very
but I think tha )IOU have the proper estimate bf
the majority of these Mohawks, for all that. The str ange contradictions among these people. Look
ehiefs are supposed to be brave, but I have seen at Schuyler and Gansevwrt and Herkimer, all of.
very f ew examples of it. Generally they are Dutch stock, and all goo-cl. patriots. Then there
cruel, bloodthirsty, vengeful, and full of wiles are Claus and the Cuylers and others, Dutch also,
.;·.
an d stratagems, striking an enemy from behind but rank Tories."
George Gray had continued on his way up the
and never attacking him openly unless with the
creek some little distance and had then gone
odds largely in heir favor."
"Those fell~ws on the point don't seem in- at:bore and hurried on to the small but very neat
clined tQ . malCe us any trouble, Dick," said Bob, cabin, where he lived with his mother and sister.
He had picked up some game and some fish on
·· may ·h ave gone away." ·
"and th~
."Wer . ?.u going up the river, George? " asked the way, ~o that he did not return empty-han ded. Hurrying into the .cabin, he threw down
. ...,
D1ck.
"No; f--ain going back to the creek. Have you what he h?-d<.l:>rought, kissed his mother and sisa ny vacancies in the Liberty Boys, Captain? I ter, and tli_~id excitedly:
~f0ti.~1llotli:er; Mattie, yO'U can never guess! I
would like to join, if you have. Mother can get
on without me now, as her , brother is coming to met the captain of the Liberty> Boys, and the
lieutenant, and they're coming here this afterlive with · her and he will-see after the place."
"Yes, there are two or~!'hree vacancies, George. noon, and the captain says that maybe he will
take me into the Liberty Boys, if I suit. I told
I will see your mother a'Plut it shortly."
The boys went on, ana' a.t length entered Can- him that Uncle Ceorge was con:iing and that you
ajoharie creek, George Gray going on, while Dick ·.- wo~d not want me, ~nd he sa.1d he would oo_me
and Bob went ashore in a little while and mad~, . and'.-~e Y~ll and ~alk 1~ oye~. ?'~at do you thmk
their way to their camp. Here they were met by of i..tii Its all right, 1sn t 1t.
~'Tl\lk about girls being such great talkers!"
a n\lmber of the Liberty Boys, who were anxious
to know if there was any news of their ''e;ne11;1ies ·., mu·gfi'ed Mattie Gray.
of any and all sorts. There were Mark Morri$6n, · ~~'~W·hy, yes, we have talked it over, George,"
the second lieutenant, Harry Judson, a boy :f,rorri sa~d the mother, "and if you still want to join, I
the Mohawk valley; Jack Warren and Geor-ge don't see why you should not. If your father
Brewster, Jersey boys; Ben Spurlock a.rid Sam had lived, he would have been in the army, and
Sanderson, • Westchester boys; Ned Naish, from I know that you have always wanted to do someConnecticut; Harry Thurber, Gerald Flem_iiig, Sid thing for your country."
"And this is better thp.n being in the armY',
C1.1rhart, Horace Walton and ·Rob Ifavil~nd, from
the South, and boys ftom all over the- c_q untry. mother, for they are all boys, who w01;ld underThere were boys from out of the country, ·:i,p fa,ct, stand me better than men, and there are not the
for over on one side, looking after the dinner, evils to be avoided that there are in the army.
was a jolly-looking Irish bo)1, ,and not fa'!." from We can serve our country, to·o, and do some good,
if we are only boys; and, oh, mother! I. saw
h im was a rosy-cheeked and very fat German.
"Any news?" asked Mark, almost certain that some Indians on the river, and warned the captain and the lieutenant. The wily rascals were
there was some.
"Yes,. there are Indians about, although I don't waiting for them, I'll bet!"
"Do set George to work, mother," laughed Matknow how many, and we met a very fine young
tie, "or he'll talk us and himself tired and we'll
fellow who wants to join the Liberty Boys."
"Were the Indians up to mischief?'' asked Jack never have any dinner. Go and get some water,
George, there's a good fellow."
Warren, Mark's particular chum.
Mattie Gray was older than her brother, of
"I could not tell. They usually are, however,
unless they are watched, and these were. They whom she was very fond, and she sometimes took
were waiting for a good chance to attack us, I an elder sister's tone with him, which he, however, after a boy's fashion, seldom noticed, beinJJ!
think, and w,e did not give it to them. "
"How are the Tories behaving, Captain'?" asked too much E(_ngrossed with his own thoughts.
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"All right, Sis," he said, ignoring the teasing
air of superiority, and, taking a big wo6den pail,
he set off fo.r the spring with it, whistling on
his way.
Near the spring he saw a big Hessian, who
glared at him and said in a warse, gi·uff tone:
"Where you went, you little rebel?"
"How do you know I am a rebel, you ui;ly big
Hessian?" retorted George, who did not like the
man's tone or looks.
"What you get in der ppoket ?"
"\Vater, of course," and George went on and
filled it.
"Drow dat aus und got millik und prought it
to me, I was hungry."
'·Then go to work and earn what you eat, you
1azy Hessian!" with spirit. "I am not working
for a man who is better able than I am to do so,"
and George was going on, . when the Hessian
kicked the pail out of his hand, spilling the
water.
Then he caught up a stick, thrust it to the
very bottom of the spring and muddied the wate1·
so that it would not settle again for some little
time. George caught up the bucket which lay on
the ground near at hand, half fill ed it \\ith the
muddv water, and threw .it over the Hessian,
wetting him from head to foot.
"There! You spiteful do g-, if you want the
water muddy, take some of it!" he said spiritedly.
The Hessian went away swearing in German,
and George waited for the water to settle and
then returned to the cabin.

CHAPTER II.-Mo1·e Trouble At the Cabin.
George Gray did not say anything to his mother
and sister about meeting the Hessian, for fear of
alarming them, merely explaining his absence by
saying that he had to wait for the water to clear.
"Those Hessians I saw must have ·come nearer,"
he said io himself. "I don't like them around
here. They always want something. I hope
they won't see Mattie. I must watch them. No
young girl is safe, with such cCJ.<'1.rse brutes
about."
Then he went to the woodshed, whence he could
see the woods and the spring as well as the road,
and began cutting wood for the kitchen fire.
whistling, as' was his wont when at work, and
ind~d at many other times. He did not see the
Hessian, but he mistrusted the man and all like
him, and meant to keep a sharp lookout on the
house and those in it as long as he knew the .enemy were about.
"The redcoats are not .so bad, some of them,"
he said to himself, "but these Hessians are no
more to be trusted than a fox around a henhouse."
He went back and forth to the cabin, doing
this chore and that, and keeping a watch on the
wood and road all the time, feeling sure that the
Hessian would return iJ,nd wishing to be ready for
him. At last the frugal meal was ready and
George washed his face and hands and wsnt iri
and sat down with his mother and Mattie. Being
t he only man 1n the house, as he said, he took
his father's place, and, as was customary in most
· h ouseholds at that time, recited a simple grace
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before meat, and then helped his mother and
sister.
After dinner George was outside, not far from
the house, working away at one thing and another, when Mattie came out to speak to him.
Then the Hessian he had seen suddenly came up
and attempted to kiss the girl. She cried out and
resisted, and at once George ran to her assistance and struck the big Hessian a resounding
blow in the face.
"Take that, you big brute!" the angry boy
cried impulsively, "and learn to mind your own
business."
The Hessian swore roundly, smarting with pain,
for George had dealt him no light blow,· and,
whipping out his pistol, fired point-blank at the
boy's breast. The young patriot fell without a
sound, and Mattie ran screaming into the ca bin.
"Mother!" she cried, "poor George is dead· the
H essian has shat him·! Come quick!"
'
"It's all right, Sis," said the boy feebly. "I
a m not dead yet, but I feel--"
T h en he tried to get upon his fest, but fell back
exhausted and lay like one dead. Between them,
th e mother and daughter ca1·ried th e poor boy
into the cabin and laid him on the floor. Then
t he Hessian came in and rou ghly demanded something to eat and drink and whatever valuables
they had in the house.
"Serve him righd, der little repel!" he muttered. "All repels get serfed der same way, dat
been goot!"
·
Mattie and her mother paid no attention to
him, kneeling by the side of the boy, who was
pale and unconscious, his heart seeming to have
ceased its beating. Some one else did, howeve•.
Dick Slater, with Harry Jud son, Ben Spurlock,
Jack Warren, George Brewster and other Lib-erty Boys, were nearing the cabin when they
heard a pistol shot. At once they hurried forward
and quickly dismounted. Then Dick and Harry
went into the house and saw Mrs. Gray suppo1:ting the inanimate body of her son, who seemed
to be dead. There was a Hessian in the room,
and Dick leaped to the conclusion that it was he
who had fired the shot they had heard.
"Seize that man!" criQd Dick.
As Dick and Harry seized the H essian, the
woman and her daughter pointed accusing fingers at him.
"There stands the murderer of my son!" shrieked Mrs. Gray.
Several of the Liberty Boys now rushed into
the cabin through the open doorway.
"Take him away!" said Dick. "Keep a lookout for others. I shall have to investigate this
affair."
The Hessian did not dare to resist with so
many of the boys about, and he was quickly disarmed and taken outside.
·
"Let me look at the boy, ma'am," said Dick
quietly. "I have some knowledge of surgery, and
I may be able to save him. I think he has only
fainted from shock and from exhaustion."
"You think so, Captain?" murmured Mrs. Gray,
while Mattie smiled at him through her tears.
"I hope so, ma'am. J a.ck, you and George give
me a hand."
The two boys raised the apparently dead bo~
• tenderly and bore him to a bedchamber on th e
ground floor, where they laid him on the bed••

•
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"Wait a moment, pleas e," said Dick softly, at of any one, especially when he thought they
meant any harm to me. H~ was father and
the door.
" If I can get you anything, you will let me brother to me, for all that I am older."
"And I hope he will be able to keep the same
know Captain?" said the anguished mother.
"Y~s; and I will let you know shortly how he watch over you that he has always kept, when
he recovers;" replied Dick.
is"
·They loosened the boy's . collar and opened his
He then sent the H essian away with three or
shirt and then Dick listened for a heartbeat and four of the boys, and told them to send back as
felt for his pulse. There was a small mirror on many more, for he int ended to remain till the
the dresser and Dick nodded toward it. Jack doctor returned and gave a report on the boy's
understood and brought it, Dick placing it a little case.
above the boy's mouth. At first it remained unCurrytown, so named on account of Mr. William
clouded but at length a thin film of steam was Curry, the patentee of the lands in that section,
seen upon it, which showed that the boy s ti.11 was only a small settlement, and the news of
Dick went to the door and said the injury to George Gra y soon spread about, and
breathed.
quietly:
many of · the people came to offer aid and ~dvice
"Your boy lives, ma'am, but I must a sk for to t he s tricken mother. Ther e w ere the D1efencomplete quiet for the present. Mattie, give dorfs, Kellers, Bellingers . Myerses, Lewises, Tanyour mother something to quiet her. I have ners and others, all neig hbors of Mrs. Gray, and
every hope."
all with the most friendl y fe elings toward her.
Then he went back to the bedchamber and ' None of them had seen the Hessian, probably on
who,se
boy,
the
over
gently
and
rapidly
worked
account of the cabin being on the edge of th~
breath increased little by little, till it was quite village. for if they had, they would have treated
passed
had
Hessian
the
perceptible. The bullet of
him with scant ceremony.
through one of the boy's lungs and out at his
Mrs. Gra y made a g-ood nurse, for :;;he was so
were
health
good
back but his youth and general
o'f her boy that she ~ould do everything for
fond
there
in,
set
in hi~ favor, and unless inflammation
knew that it was impera tive that he
and
him
.
was hope for him.
be excited in the least, but kept pernot
should
Dick dispatched Jack Warren on his speedy fe ctly quiet and given every chance to recove-.:.
bay mare to the camp of Colonel Marinus WilHe seemed to know that she was at his side
lett at Fort Plain to get a doctor with all speed. and was satisfied, lying qufot !'O as not to disturb
for ·he felt that .the boy's life might be saved, and her or give her any anxiety. The neighbors were
meant to make every effort toward that end. told that there was nothing that they could do at
George Gray was made comfortable, and then that time, ·a nd that the boy must be kept quiet jn
Dick saw Mrs. Gr ay and the sister, and •said :
order that he might recover, and that they would
"There is every hope, ma'am. I have qone what be told from time to time how he was progressI could but the army surgeon will know more ing, and that the y could not see his mother then.
th.an I 1 'and he will do still better. There is evThis sati sfied them, and they went away, greatery ho pe, as I said, but the boy must have the ly relieved to know GeQrge would probably rebest of care."
cover. Meanwhile Jack Warren was riding as
"He will get it, Captain," replied Mrs. Gray. "! fast as his beautiful mare could take him tolife."
believe you have saved my boy's
ward Fort Plain. He felt an interest in the suf"At least I have done all I could,'' answered fering boy because there was a probability that
Dick modestly.
he would be one of the Liberty i3oys, and. because
Then the mother was allowed to sit at the he liked the young f ellow's looks. He was well
boy's bedside, while Dick took Mattie aside.
on hi s way to the fort, when he suddenly met a
"The Hessian shot George?" he a sked.
man on a big- brown horse, who got in his way
"Yes. The fellow insulted me, and. George and said gruffly:
'
struck him with his fists. Then the Hessian shot
"Not so fast, you young rebel! I must know
him with his pistol. After that h e came in here, wher e you a re going."
said it served him right, and demanded all our
"I am going to Fort Plain for a doctor, if you
valuables."
must know," r eplied Jack, "so g et out of my way
"H.ad the boy died, I would h ave hanged the or I'll ride over y ou, big as you are."
s coundrel!" said Dick hotly. "At all events, I
Then J ack m ade a move a s if to pass to the
shall hold him till I see how George g ets on. If
of the s tra nger , who re ached out to snatch
he dies, it wi ll be nothing less than a cold-blood- ritght
a lii s bridle r ein. In an ins tant Jack s werved
ed murde r."
to the other side and shot b y in an inst a nt, near"But you think h e will recover ? "
ly upse tt ing the big m a n .
"I hope so· but I cannot be positive. All will
"Good-by, F riend Tory !" J ack laughed, as he
be done th a t 'can be done, you may be certain. ".
nd.
Dick qu estioned the Hessian , and a sk ed him went on like t he wi
T he other t urned as quickl y a s h e could a n d
if t here were an y more in the neighborh <?od, but
J ack had expected this
the man pret ended not to under stand him, ·and fired a shot a t the bo y, sbut
and lay well along hi mare's glossy neck, and
.
shook his head.
flew over his head. Before the Tory,
" I think that if there had been any more we the bulletJack
knew he must be, could fire a secshould have seen tJ-•.<lm," Dick said. "This fellow for such
shot the boy had turned a bend in the road
was probably just a single prowler, who saw the ond
and was' safe.
cabin and imagined that because there were onl y
"That is some mischief-making Tory," he said
two .;.,omen and a boy in it, he could do a s he
to himself. "I'd like to know more abo'?t him,
.
p1eased.."
"l supoose he did. but George was no~ afraid ·but there is no time now. Maybe that is Dox-
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stader, that Lishe spoke about. I must ask him
to describe the fellow to me when I get back."
Suddenly as Jack rode on he saw a number of
Hessians in the road ahead of him, catching sight
of them before they saw him, a s they happened
to be looking the other way at the time.
"Hello! I must get by those fellows,'' he mutered. "Get along with you, Dolly!"
CHAPTER III.-Gathering in the Hessian s.
Jack Warren had two big pistols in the holsters of his saddle, and three or four more in his
belt, so that he was well prepared to meet the
Hessians. His chief desire just now, however,
was to get by them and m eet them some other
time, and in an instant he let the reins fall on
the mare's neck, whipped out a couple of pistols
and fired away, shouting loudly, as if to some one
behind him:
"Now, then, boys, let the thundering Hessians
have it! Give it to the foreig n hirelings ! Liberty forever, my lads!"
Then he fired two more shots, carrying away
the tan, cumbersome hat worn by one of the
Hessians, and sending a cloud of powder flying
from his wig. The Hessians, never doubting that
there were at least a score of the boys coming,
became confused, lost their hea ds, and scattered
right and left, making no a t tempt to r eturn
Jack's fire or to catch him. On w ent the dashing
ibe1·ty Boy, laughing at the success of his little
stratagem, and never once looking back to see if
the Hessian s were coming.
"They're a slow-witted Jot," he said, "and it
will take them a few minu t es to discov!V" how
they have ·b een fooled , and by that time I will be
weli away from them."
.
•
He met with no more opposition, and saw no
enemies of any sort, and at length reached the
fort, having made very good time. Colonel Willett knew Dick Slater and the Liberty Boys very
well, and when Jack delivered the young captain's
message, he promised to do everything he could
to aid him and to expedite the wounded boy's
recovery. · There was a very good surgeon at
the fort at the time, and he at once became interested in the case, and agr eed to return with Jack
without delay.
"We may have to go back a little different way
than we came, Doctor, as I met some Hessians
and an overbearing Tory, and these may be looking for me on the return."
"H essians, you say, boy ?" the doctor echoed.
"Yes, sir, it is not the place for them , I know,
but they were there. They m ay be the pa rty to
which belong ed the big f ellow who shot. poor
Geor ge. "
"We had better avoid them, then , t o save time.
I know a road which is v ery n early as direct as
the one you took , and it will be sh orter , in f act,
if we are not deta ined. "
They r eached the cabin dur ing the afternoon,
and the doct or at once went to George and examined him, list enin g to Dick 's report a t t he
same time.
. "You have certainly saved the boy's life, Captain," he sa id, "and I think with p r ope1· car e he
will recover. He ought to be where it is cooler,
howevel", and I would advise his being taken t o
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the hills. This can be done in the morning. You
will be able to construct a litter, I think, on which
he can be carried."
"Yes, and he can be carried with less motion
than if he were in a carriage,'' replied Dick.
The doctor, with his more extended knowledge
was able to make the boy even more comfortabl~
than Dick had, and to dress his. wounds with
more care, although he praised Dick highly for
what he had already done.
"Our camp is on higher ground,'' said Dick to
Mrs. Gray, '"and the doctor recommends that
George be taken to where it is cooler and the airl
rarer. I shall be pleased to have both you and
Mattie come with us. It will be better for George
to have you with him for a time at least."
"I will do anything that will help to save my
son's life, Captain," the anxious mother replied
"and I feel that what yo~ have already done ha~
snatched him from the jaws of death. 1 shall
be grateful to you for this as long as I live."
"And I am indeed grateful if· I have done anything to prolo·n g the life of a patriot, Mrs. Gray,•
said Dick, with deep feeling. "We will leave here
in the early mQrning before the heat becomes
oppressive, and let us hope that in the purer,
cooler air of the hills your son will quickly recover."
Lishe Green was with the boys at the cabin
now, and Jack asked him to describe the Tory
Doxstader to him.
"He's a big fellow, who puts on a lot of airs
and seem s to think lie owns the county," repJ,i ed
Lishe. "He dr esses very well, and I t'liink he has
a lot o' money, but I dunno how he got it."
"I think I met him on my way to Fort Plain,"
declared Jac'k, who had already reported meeting
the Tor y and H essian's to Dick.
"The fellow may be influencing the Indians to
make an attack on the patriots in the neighborhood,'' remarked Dick, "but, a s not many Indians
have appeared a s yet, I don 't thi11k there is any
immediate danger. He will bear \Vatching, however, and we must keep our eyes upon him as
well as on his precious allies, the Hessians and
Indians."
The captured Hessian was questioned, but pretended not to be able to understand the boys.
Then Carf questioned him, much to his astonishment, for he did not suppose that any of the boys
spoke German. Carl told him that he would be
hanged if he did not tell all he knew, and the
man said that there were not man y Hessian s
about, and that they were mostl y at Johnstown
with Sir John , t hose in tlie immediate n eighborhood being very few and engaged in scouting.
"Then I know one who won 't r epo rt to Sir
John, or to DQ.Xstader ," mu t t ered Bob, who was in
charg e of the camp, "and I wi sh we cou ld catch
the r est that he speaks of. T he n t her e would be
no r eporting to an y one except to Colonel Willett."
Bob did not know of the Hessians t hat J ack
had seen , but t he boy himself r ode into camp
something later wit h instructions from Dick to
t r y and capt ure them, J ack going a long a s a
guide. Jack had no t seen more than six or eight
of t he H essians, an d that was all there were accor ding to t he pri soner , who was questioned
closely, and fin all y a nswer ed satisfactori ly un der
the influen ce· of his fear.
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Bob took a score of the boys, including Jack,
and they all set off at a gallop in the direction
· of the place where Jack had encountere d the
enemy. It was not so far to the place from the
camp by the crossroad, and the boy-s made good
speed, being all well mounted. It was well on
in the afternoon now, but the days were long and
there were still seme hours to sunset, so that
they had time enough to do the work and get
back before dark.
On the road that Jack had taken to Fort Plain
was a tavern called the "Royal George," much
patronized by Tories, but not by patriots , who
' would not go there on account of its .name. Soon
after striking the road the boys saw this tavern,
with its gayly painted sign swinging from a
stout post standing near the road. On the swinging sign was a supposed portrait of King George,
in a bright red coat. big wig, and a lot of insignia
on his bi·east, looking very grand, but proba bly
verv unlike the royal ·personage himself.
There was a broad portico reached by four or
five low steps and shaded 'by vines, and here the
patrons of the house often sat and quaffed their
ale or smoked their long-stemm ed clay pipes,
while others sat behlnd the great low windows,
with their small diamond-sh aped panes, or on
the broad window seat. It was a quaint old place,
and the ale :a nd liquors were good as well a s the
cold joints, the cheese and the bread and milk,
but the landlord cared little for other custim
than that of Tories, and therefore his inn did not
prosper as it might have prospered had he been
.
more liberal in his views.
"There is the Royal George!" cried Jack, "and,
&v George! there are some of those very same
Hessians, if I mistake not, regaling themselves
within!"
"They are Hessians, all right," laughed Bob.
"But whether they are the self-same ones you melt
or not you will have to decide for yourself. Forward_ boys! Surround the place, so that none
may escape."
The trees before the place concealed the approach of the boys in a great measure, and then
half · of them turned off at one side so as to get
to the rear. Bob, Jack, and seven or eight of the
boys dashed w.p to the front, dismounted , ran up
the steps, and entered the inn, goin~ at once to
the taproom. Here they found six or eight Hessians, eating, drinking, and smoking.
Some of these sprang to their feet and threw
open 1the low windows, leaiping out upon the broad
portico. Others dashed out by tl~e rear, while
some attempted to resist the boys, and drew ~eir
pistols or swords. Bob knocked down one of
these, Jack shot off the wig of another, and Walter Jennings struck a third in the chest. Those
who had jumped out of the window quickly 'found
thems;elves in the hands of 'the boys Bob had left
outside, and were forced to surrender. Those who
attempted to escape by the rear shortly discovered that they had no chanc-e there, for the boys
11peedily gathered them in, and they were prisoners in a few moments.
"How dare you come in here and interfere with
my patrons, you saucy rebels?" sputtered the
landlord, who wM fat and rosy, but by no means
good-tempe red. "Leave my house at once!"
"Oh, we don't intend to stay very long, landlord.." law!'.hed Bob. "Just lowr enow!'.h to 2e1I
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these H essians. Be careful how you talk of rebels, however, or we may take you along with the
rest of the cattle."
The landlord saw that it would not do to be
too. abusiv~, even in his own house, and he remamed . qmet after that. The Hessians were all
got togeth~r and marched off in a hurry, the
boys laughmg over the speedy manner in which
the capture had been effected. Bob did not take
any trouble to question the p1;soners, for they
probably "".ould have pretended not to understand
hun, even 1f tney had , but hurried them away as
fast as possible, wishin~ Ito get to the camp before sunset., The Hessians blustered and swore
and .complame.d loudly at being forced to walk,
for 1t was still warm, and their accoutreme nts
w~;e heavy and set t!iem to perspiring freelY'.
Well, we alway.! like to make it hot for you
fellows," laughed Jack, "so you are only getting
what you deserve."
"There's no use of making a joke with a, Hessi~~~· said Bob .. "He. will never appreci::rl:e it."
No, a nd their bemg captured is no foke to
them, either," chuckled the lively Jersay ·boy.
"I don't wonder they don't like it, with all that
heavy stuff to carry," remarked Walter. "It's
enough to make any one cross."
"Well, then, let rthem stay at home where thev
are used to different weather, and can do ail
these absurd things," sputtered Bob. "We never
asked them to come over."
. The boys .at length reached the camp, the Hessi~ns hot, tired out,- and in no pleasant frame ef
mmd. When they saw rthe prisoner who had been
~aken. at the Gray cabin, they began roundly abusIJ?g him, and even threatened him with personal
v10lence.
"What are they abusing him for, Carl?" asked
Bob of .the German Liberty Boy, who heard the
trouble between the Hessians.
"Dey was madt already," l:aug<hed Carl "und
dey vas said he va,s toldt you where dey ~as so
dot you should caught dem by der Royal Shorge
tafern already."
"Well, it does not make any difference how we
caught them, so long as we did it" chuckled Bob
"But you may tell them that Ja'ck chased the~
and thought that he could find them again and
'
so we did."
"D<>t was make dem madt.,"- laughed Carl "for
cause dey t'ought dot one Hessian vas mor~ bedder already as ein dotzen rebels, ain't it?"
"They may think so," sputtered Bob, "but i
isn't so, and they know it. Why one boY' on
horseback scattered seven or eight of them!"
The Hessians continued to abuse their comra<le
however. for all of Carl's explanation , and Bob
at length separated them and told them that i
they did not make less neise he would hang the
lot of them. He had no intention of doing so, of
course, but the threat had its effect, and the Hessians were a good deal less noisy after that.
"We have kept these fellows from giving any
report to the Johnsons or to Doxstader, " muttered
Jack, "and the .landlord of the Royal George
won't want to leave his inn ·with the weather as
hot as it is now to go on any such errands."
"I wish we might catch Doxstader himself,"
replied Bob; "but I suppose that is out of the
questio•."
"Yea. for he was ~m horseback. and I did Mt
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know where he was going, nor see him after I
got by, being in some haste," answered Jack. "As
long as there are S-O few Indians about, I hardly
think that any attack is contemplated lilt present."
"No, but we must be on the watch," shortly.

CHAPTER IV.-Dick Meets Doxstader.
Two or three of the Liberty Boys rode down
to Currytown from the camp to report the capture of the HessiaJls to Dick, and to return to
Bob with any instructions that he might have to
send. Dick and the boys with him were greatly
pleased -0ver the success of the venture, and gave
Jack Warren due credit for his part in it, although
the lively fellow would have said that he had
merely reported the presence of the enemy, and
that Dick had sent the boys to gather them in.
The doctor had returned by that time, but Dick
knew what to do, and the wounded boy was getting along very well under the circumstances,
and would recover in time if no complications
arose, although it would. necessarily be a somewhat slow process. He was kept perfectly quiet,
and all necessary work was done as far away
from him as possible the Liberty Boys making
their temporary camp at some little distance, and
regularly quarantining the cabin so that the boy
and his mother should be free from annoyance.
Dick had decided to remain at the cabin all
night, keeping a watch upon George and superintending his removal in the morning. The boys
cooked their own suppers, and gave neither Mrs.
Gray nor Mattie any trouble, although both of
them would have done anything for them that
they wished. During the nig ht one or another
of the boys watched at George's bedside so as to
give his mother a chance to rest and get some
much-needed sleep. One€' George awoke and said
feebly:
"Is that y·ou, mother? I am afraid you are
nsing yourself up for me." --'
"No, it is me, George-Ben Spurlock. Your
mother is a sleep."
"I'm glad o-f" that," simply.
Dick came in while the boy was awake, gave
him some cooling drink, spoke cheerily to him,
and waited till he drop,p ed off to sleep, which
was not long, and remained for a time listening
to his quiet breathing and watching him.
"He will do better now that he knows he is not
wearing his mother out watching him," Dick said.
"He is very considerate of her."
My morning George was much better, although
still weak, and he gave his mother a pleasant
smile as she came in.
"You see, I am almost one of the Liberty Boys
now, mother," he said, "and it is their business
to look after me, the same as it would be mine
to look after one of them if he needed it."
"Yes, and we are going to take you off to the
camp where you will be quieter and in a cooler
place," said Dick. "You will see your mother and
sister, too, for we are going to make them pri soners and take them with us, George."
"I think it will be better," murmured the boy.
"I am afraid something is going to happen here,
and I shall pe glad to have them away. "
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"Nothing will, if we can prevent it," thought
Dick, "but it will be better for him to be away,
anil for them, too."
A comfortable litter had been prepared and
the boy was laid upon this and removed by' easy
stages to the camp, the boys going in the cool
of the early morning. There was a hill back of
the camp, and here tents were erected for the
wounded 'boy and his attendants and for his mother and Mattie, and all were made as comfortable
as could be. Paitsy Brannigan, who was the company cook, excelled ~imself in making nourishmg broths for the sick boy and in getting up
little dainties for Mrs. Gray and Mattie.
"You mustn't do so much for us Patsy " said
the girl at length. "We ought to' do mdre for
ourselves."
"Sure now it do be the captain's ordhers to do
all Oi can for ye, me girrul," said the good-natured, warm-hearted Irish boy, "an' if it wor not
Oi'd do it just the same, for Oi never can do to~
much for the !eddies, do ye moind ?"
"Well, you must let me help you, then" replied
'
Mattie, with a smile.
"Sure Oi do have C<>okyspiller, an' he doesn't
~oind shteamin' over the pots an' pans, but Oi'd
mver take away the delicate colo1· of yer own
purty face wid such worruk as that so lave us
'.ll?nt; while ye do ~e sittin' with the bye an' singm hlm to slape With yer swate v'ice or brushin'
the flies off him with yer lily white hands do ye
'
moind."
"Well, perhaps I had better do that" returned
Mattie, "but I think you're a fiattere~, just the
same."
"Sure Oi'm not, an' it's only half th1: thruth
Oi'm t~llin' ye, for there's plinty more if Oi had
the to~me," retorted Patsy, with a merry chuckle.
Durmg the morning Dick left the camp and
went to the cr eek, taking the boat which he and
Bob had had the clay before. He was· now in
backwoods g:irb of buckskin, with a coonskin cap,
and a long rifle slung over his shoulder, and very
few who saw him. would take him for the dashmg young .captain of the Liberty Boys. He want,e d to see if he could find any more Indians. and
he. kne:v that he would be more likely to learn
soi:iethmg of their intentions if he were not in
uniform:. I_n ordinary attire he might pass for a
Tory, and. m buckskin the Indian s wonld be apt
tq take him for a hunter or a Canadian ~l of
whom we~e friendly to the king, and with \17born
the r~dskms ha d no m~arrel. Getting out upon
the river at len r:th, Dick was makin r.· his way
along at a'1 easy gait, when the bnsh'es on the
bank parted and a pompous-looking man came
ou~ and said abruptly.:
You are tresuassmg, young man. vVhat do
you mean by it?"
."Do you own the river, mister?" asked Dick,
with a drawl. "I had a notio n that was public "
"No insolence , sir!" imperiously. "Do you kno~
who I am?"
"Waal, you 111ight be the ruler o' the universe
by the. airs you nut on,, but I g-uess you're onl);
some little landed proprietor what likes to make
folks think he owns the hull state."
"I am Doxstader. sir, and I own to the river.
I order you off, sir."
"So that is Doxstader, is it?" was Dick's
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thought. "I am glad to know it. I must have
a good look at him."
"Well, why don't you heed what I say?" contin.uecl the other.
Dick was not looking at Doxstader altogether,
and he saw something suspicious in the bushes.
There VI as an Indian lurking there, and Dick saw
his topknot and the toe of one moccasin. There
might be other Indians there, and Dick sent the
boat ahead a 1ittle, so a s to get a better view
of the bank behind the bushes.
"I o-uess you don't own the river and all, Doxstade~," he said. "I expect you think you own
that Indian in there, but I shouldn't wonder if
Sir John owned you, body and soul, and there's
.a heap sight more o' the one than there is o'
t'other." ·
Doxstader flushed crimson and said angrily:
"I want to know more about you, young man.
before you go. Are you a rebel, or aren't you?"
,..No, I am not a rebel," returned Dick, who
would not acknowled>ge that he was a rebel, calling himself a patriot.
"Where do you live?"
"Anywhere a'most, but what you got them
Injuns hiding in the bushes for? 'Fraid I may
hurt you? I might hurt them. I don't care for
Injuns myself."
;,Who's got any Indians hiding in the bushes?
There aren't any there."
"Do vou want me to show 'em to you?" asked
Dick, throwing his rifle to his shoulder. "I'll
take that fellow's topknot off, and then you'll
know he's there."
There was a sudden scrambling among the
bushes ;md then a half-naked Indian, a Mohawk,
arose ~uddenly and fell back with a grunt.
"Hallo! Where did you come from ? " asked
Doxstader, in surprise.
"I gu~ss that's one what you're goin' to fight
the rebels with, ain't it?" drawled Dick. "When
was you reckonin' on attackin' ·'em, an' whereabouts fust? I might be there to see how things
go."
"How many of the rebels are there at the
fort?" asked the other.
"I carft tell you. Why don't you go there and
ask?" with a laugh. "Shouldn't wonder if they'd
be glad to see you. Guess they'd take ye in right
away, and be glad to have ye."
" · ou come around the fort in a day or two and
maybe you'll have a chance to do something. Do
you know where these yQung rebels, the Liberty
Boys, have their camp?"
.
"I couldn't tell you. Was you intendin' to
'tack them with yer Injuns, too, Doxstader?"
"You find out where they have their camp and
l'll ~i"V'e you forty silver shillings."
"That's genernus in ye. I'll let you know when
I'm ready to show ye the place. Wbet·e can I
find ye when I want to take ye there?"
"Could you do it by t~night?" eagerly.
"Shouldn't wonder if I could. Shall I meet
you here!"
"Yes; to-night at ten o'clock. You'll find it by
that time?"
"Shouldn't wonder if I did. Will you have the
Injuns with you?"
"Never mind about the Indians," warily. "I'll
be here, and the Indians will be on hand when
I'm ready for them."
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"All right, Doxstader, I'll take you there," and
Dick went on up the river.
The 'tory quickly disappeared, and Dick kept
on, watcfong the bank carefully from time to time
for Indians or other Tories.
"The redskins evidently think that I am a
friend of Doxstader's, and so will not molest me,"
he thought. "I would like to know how many of
them there are in the neighborhood. The man
was um"illing to tell me, and maybe there are
nQt many present."
Farther up the river where it was quite wild
Dick heard the sound of low voices, and paddled
along close to the bank with considerable caution,
00.ving an idea that the :voices he heard were
those of Indians. At length, peering through the
bushes, he saw a number of Indians seated on
the ground in a shady little glade, talking in
short sentences, almost in monosyllables, in fact.
He could not understand them, but went in close
to the bank and looked to see if there were not
oome white men among them.
"If 'there are whites there, they may say something in a momerit," was his thought, but he
could not see any.
There were not more than six or seven of the
Indians, and they were not in war paint, so there
was probably no attack planned for the time being. He recognized one of the party as the man
he had seen when talking to Doxstader, and
thought perhaps they were talking about him,
although this was only conjecture on his part, as
he could not understand a word of all that was
said.
"There are not many of them," he said to himself, "and George did not see many of them yes~
terday. I would rather there were none about,
however, as the presence of even one usually
means that trouble is impending, and I tlon't like
to see any of the red rascals."
Being unable to learn anything from the Indians, Dick glided away, making no sound , letting his boat glide l"ently down the river. In a
short time, being still close to the ban·k, he heard
voices, and, holding on by an overhanging bush,
he listened, the voices being those of white men.
Presently he caught sight of thre!e -men coming
along through the woods, one of them being Doxstader himself.
"I'd like to get rid of the roung rebels," the
man said, halting under a giant oak, "and if I
can trust the boy, we will. Do you know a boy
who goes about in buckskin, with a coonskin
cap?"
"There's plenty o' Canucks what does that,"
replied one of the men. "Didn't he say what his
name was nor where he lived?"
"No, but he seemed to know me. He said he'd
find where the young rebels had their camp and
tell me to-night. You'd •b etter be on hand to nab
him if he don't tell."
"Maybe he won't find out by that time. I've
been tryin' to find out for three days where the
pesky young fellers are, and I haven't done it
yet. It's blame funny about them Hessians, too.
I can't find them, either."
"Go over to the Royal George and ask Bullett;
he'll tell you. But come on, I want to see the Indians, and see how soon I can get up a band of
them."
The men went on through the woods, and Dick
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made his way along close to the bank, so as to he had been brought there. During the forenoon
hear what was said. To his great surprise, how- the doctor from the fort came over, expressed
ever, when he came to the place where he had pleasure at the change for the better in the boy,
seen the Indians, there was not one of them to give Dick a few directions, and went away, saybe seen.
.
ing that he would not come again till the next
"Halloa ! Where have they gone?" asked Dox- day unless be were sent for. The boys all thought
&tader, in surprise. "Here's where they were."
Mattie Gray a very nice girl, and there were
"Well, they aren't here now," growled one of many of them who were ready to show her spethe others.
cial attention at all times, although they were
"Never mind; I will find them when I want as ready to do things for her mother as well.
them. I'll meet you all to-night below, and if the
Mattie was
boy tells me where the rebels have their camp although. they pleased by. these little attentions,
did not turn her head, for sllle was
we'll go and have a look at it."
too sensi,ble for that. Patsy and Carl amused her
"All right," and then the men separated.
very much, and all the b0ys interested her, so
that she began to long for the time "·hen George
would be well enough to take his place among
them and she would see more of them. When it
CHAPTER V.-A Disappointment.
was well after dark, Dick took Bob and a score
or more of the Lil'ierty Boys, and rode off to~
Dick returned to the camp at length, having ward the place where he was to meet the Tory.
seen no more Indians or Tories, but satisB.ed that. Dick rode a superb black Arabian, Bob a fine bay,
the reds would not make an attack till their Ben a roan, the two Harrys a pair of sorrels,
Tory leader had found the camp of the Liberty Paul Howes a white horse, and Sid Carhart a
Boys.
black one with a white star in his forehead, all
"If I show it to him, he will never leave- it ex- the boys being well mounted. Nearing the apcept as a prisoner, goin~ to Fort Plain," said Dick pointed place, the boys dismounted, secured their
dryly.
animals in the thicket, leaving two or three boys
The Hessians had been sent off to the fort to watch them, and then stole forward. They
eaYly that morning, for Dick could not 'be troubled secreted themselves beside trees, rocks and bushes
with them in the first place, and he did not wish and patiently awaited the signal from Dick to
Mattie and her mother · to see them in the next, spring up and capture the Tories.
fearing it would excite them too much. His fi'l'St
As the appointed time appnached, Dick lisplan had been to show Doxstader the way <to the tened attentively t-0 hear the sound of the c•rncamp, and then make him a prisoner, · b1:1t the ing of the Tories, but the time had uassed beman's plans made Dick change his. He resolved fore he heard anything. Then he hea~d footsteps
now to meet the Tory, have a lot of the Liberty and in a few moments saw three or four men
Boys in ambush, and, at a gjven signal, have coming through tAe- open wooo. He recognized
them seize the whole party and carry them off to the leader of the party as Doxstader, and gave a
the camp. Upon reaching the camp, DicJ!: told signal to let the boys know that the enemy was
Bob what had happened, and added:
coming. Then he ste»ped out into, the light of
"If we can capturue this fellow Doxstader, we tlie moon, where the Tor\es could see him. knowwill save a good deal of trouble, no doub~ and ing that they would rush forward to seize him
I think it is a good idea to attemept it."
the moment they saw his uniform.
"Yes, for we are fighting Doxstader and all
"By
like him, as we11 as the redcoats, Indians and ed the George; there's a young rebel now!" growlTory leader.
Hessians ," retorted Bob. "We must catch the
As the party rushed fo rward to seize Dick, howscoundrel, by all means."
a strange figure suddenly appeared among
Dick resolved to make- every effort to capture ever,
them. This wa~ a woman in a tattered old red
. the Tory, for by so doing he would put a stop to dress,
his schemes, and the people of the neighborhood ders, with a loose shawl thrown about. her shoulher black hair flying about her head, and a
would dwell in greater security. He would take long
forked .stick in he:r hand.
a party of the boys to the meeting place ahead
"Ha, ha, ha!" see the murdering Tories!" ~he
of the time appointed, conceal them in the bushes,
and at the signal agreed upon they would sp1;ng shrieked . "See the men w ho rob and kill! See
out and capture all the Tories. It was possible the murderers! Ha, hli., ha! Vengeance on the
±hat Doxstader might bring more than just the murderers, death to the men who have killed inmen Dick had s~, and so the young patriot :re- nocent women and children! Ki,lJ the murderers !"
Then, with a wild l?.ugh, and waving her stick
solved t-0 take a considerable detachment with
hin\, in order to 'be prepared for any emeFgency, about her .like a magician's wand, she dashed
for it would be too bad to go there and then be right in among the men, laughing wildly. They
weTe terrified at her presence, and fled in various
unable to do anything.
Mrs. Gray and Mattie enjoyed having the Lib- directions, not one of them being in eight ten
erty Boys about, for in the cabin they had not seconds after her first startling appearance. Then
seen ma11y persons, and they liked the company, she laughed still more wildly, dan ced frantically
t-0 say nothing of having the boys to do thi.s and about, and at a surl<len wilder shriek than usual,
that service without the a sking, doing things that darted off into the darkness. She had paid no atthey saw required doing without being told of tention to Dick. and had not seemed to notice him
them. The puYer air and the quiet of the place and now he said to the boys:
were of great benefit to George, who showed
"I am afraid th e strange creature has frightmarked although somewhat slow improvement, ened them away. Who is she-does any one
and Dick and all the Liberty Boys were glad that know?"
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N<me· of the boys knew the woman, nor had any
cf them seen her b•fore or even heard of her.
"The Tories evidently know her and fear her,"
declared Dick, "for they ran from her as they
would from the plague. It is very strange, and
I do not believe that any of the Tories will return. They all seemed thoroughly frightened,
and I don't believe you could get any of them
back here to-night, not even the self-important
Doxstader himself."
The boys waited till midnight, but there was
no sign of the Tories in all that time, and at
length Dick gave it up as hopeless, and the boys
mounted their horses and rode away. The next
morning Dick saw Mattie, and said:
"Last night as we were waiting for the Tories
we saw a strange, mad creature, wh-0se appearance had a most terrifyin g effect upon them, for
they fled in the greatest confusion. She called
them murderers and ran at them with nothing
but a forked stick, but they fled as if her very
touch was contagion."
"Th.at was Mad Bett, I think," said Mattie.
"People say she. is a witch, and that she can
bring on disease and even death by a glance of
her eye. One would as soon meet the Evil One
himself as to encounter Mad Bett after dark."
"These are all idle tales," said Dick. "Do you
know anything of the woman besides these stories?"
"Some say thait her ehildren were killed by
the Indians acting under the orders of the Tories.
She .hates Doxstader, and has threatened to have
a terrible vengeance upon him, and I do not wonder that he fled, for they say that he is a coward, and ha$ a horror of ghosts and such things."
Mrs. Gray was able to add a little to her daughter's story, and told Dick that the w-0man was
thought to be crazy from grief at the losi of
her children, a nd that she had threatened Doxstader and others, a nd that all -the Tories feared
her, severa\ mysterious disappearances being attributed to her. No one knew where she lived,
Mrs. Gray added, and one could never tell when
or where she would make her appearance, or who
m ight be the next person to be mi ssing.
"Their consciences, as much as anything, make
them afraid," said Dick. "But for her we would
have caught the scoundrels. I must try and ~ee
her again, for she may tell me something of importance."
CHAPTER VI.-In Many Perils.
Dick went out on the river that forenoon, g-0ing
in disguise, and thinking that he might possibly
meet some of the Tories. He wore a suit of
homespun, and looked like a farmer'!? boy, and
not a t all like the daring young captain of the
Liberty Boys. He was beyond the point where
he had met Doxstader the day before, and had
seen nothing of the man nor of any one else,
when, as he was making his way towai·d the ba'1k'
with the intention of going ashore, he suddenly
struck a sunken log which he had not before
n-0ticed and a large hole was stove in the bottom
of the boat. If he had had oars he might have
patched up ':he boat, but he had none, and so he
determined to get to shore as fast as possible,
and then make his way on foot to the camp. He
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got out of the boat, therefore, hauled it off, and
sent it adrift so that the Tories might not see it
in case they came to the shore, and so wduld not
know but that he had gone down stream with it.
Then he waded out to deep water and started
swimming, and was well in toward the bank when
he saw a .boat coming down the river.
There was no one in it, and Dick at once jumped
to the conclusion that it was one of th-0se which
the Tories had had, and which they had neglected to moor to the bank when they had gone
ashore.
"Those fellows are a neglectful lot," he said to
himself, as he watched the boat coming toward
.
him.
Still he had no fault to find with them for
that, since it was to his advantage, and he waited
till the boat came down to him and then managed
to get in, finding the oars still in it.
"That will save me a g ood deal of trouble," he
muttered. as he picked up the oars, saw that the
boat was tight, and then rowed rapidly down
stream. Before he reach ed the creek he saw a
number of Loyalists on the bank, but went on,
thinking that they n;iight not be those he had
seen before, and that they would not know him.
He kept out from snore so that if they fired upon
him he would be out of range and went steadily
on. Presentl y, as he got abreast of the men, one
of them shouted:.
"Hallo! Where are you going?"
"Oh, just down here a piece," Dick answered,
pulling steadily for the creek, but keeping his eye
on the man at the same time.
He saw the fellow turn and say something- to
th«>se with him, and pursued his way as before.
If he could get to the creek ahead of the Tories
he could easily elude them afterward, and he
pull ed on at a good rate. He . saw the men suddenl y raise their muskets and aim at him, anrl.,
giving his oars a sudden swing, he sent the b0at
ahead much more rapidly than before. Then he
slid into the bottom of the boat, which "·ent
ahead rapidly under the impetus h e had given it,
and also helped by the current.
Crack! crack! crack! A number of bullets flew
over the boat, and he knew that he had not yet
gotten out of range, as he had hoped to do. i~ is
precaution saved him, however, and in a moment
he was sitting up and rowing rapidly toward the
creek. The Loyalists seemed to divine his intentions and ran along sho re as if to intercept him.
There were rocks and bushes and wet places and
other obstacles, !however, and the men were
obliged to go out of their way now and then,
while Dick kept right on in a straight line and
gained on them every instant.
He shot into the creek before they could get to
it, and the trees and bushes presently hid him
from the men, whom he could hear hurryi ng• on
and calling to each other from time to time.
"If Doxstader really means to attack Currytown, as he declared, there is no time to lose ," he
said to him self. "There are four miles to go after
I leave the camp."
He went on rapidly, but at length saw the topknots of a number of Indians on the bank ahead
of him. The creek was not very wide, and if
the redskins had bows with them, they could
probably reach him even if he kept along the
opposite bank. He sent the boat well out, and
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then gave it a good start with the oars before as quiet as possible. Away rode the boys, Dick,
lying _down in the bottom. From the sounds he Bob and Mark in the lead, losing not a moment on
heard he presently knew that the Indians had the road, but m·ging their horses to the utmost.
discovered the boat, and were wondering at its There was need of haste, indeed, as they realpresence there. Then he heard the voice of a ized when they had gone a little more than halfwhite man say," in surprised tones:
way. They heard the sound of firing, and Dick
"That there is the boat we had up above. I lrnew in a moment that it was at Currytown, and
guess we didn't tie it up. Go out there and get dashed ahead, the boys following him as if by
it."
instinct.
Dick heard a spfash in the water, and knew
Shortly before noon, while the men of Cucrythat one of the Indians was coming out to him. town were at work in the fields, a force of five
He lay still until he felt a hand on the gunwale, hundred Indians and some Loyalists, com•anded
and then suddenly :arose and grasped the r edskin by Doxstader, emerged stealthily from the fo1·by the throat in a tight dutch. The Indian gave est and attacked the little settlement. The hoo.e
a single grunt, and as Dick's fingers closed tight- of Henry Lewis, one of <the settlers, had been
ly upon his windpipe, turned purple, let go his picketed , and was used for a fort. As soon as
grasp and sank limp and faint into the water, the firing began, a number of the settler s hurried
dropping out of sight in a moment as Dick re- to the fort to defend it from the enemy, othe rs
leased him. The Tories on shore set up a shout seeking shelter in the woods. The Indians fell
as they saw Dick, the India11s quickly seizing first upon the cabin of Mrs. Gray, burst in the
their bows to send a shower of arrows after him. doors and windows, expecting to find the fam:il11
The ott.c:· Indian sank to the bottom, but by the within, and set it on fire in their rage, scattering
time he came up Dick would be well out of the ~he household goods broadcast. Leavipg the cabin
way. He caught up the oars and sent the boat rn flames, they hurried on and attacked those
fairly flying, the trees and bushes quickly screen- nea:-:est. A few res?lute women, hearing them
ing him from t:he arrows of the reds.
rommg, t_ook shelter m one of the houses, taking
"I don't think thel"e will be any more," he mut- · all the nfles, muskets and shotguns they could
tered, as he went on, and in a short time he had find. and quickly opened fire upon the enemy.
gone as far a11 he needed, and ran the boat up
T~e Indians were reluctant to attack the house,
the bank a.'ld got out. Then he ran as fast as he fearing that there was a large force within, and
could toward the camp, seeing no more Indians abandoned it. Meanwhile, they were setting fire
or Loyalists.
to . other houses, and sf'i7.ing- all the women and
"They either have not starter! yet," he thoug'ht, children the~' could vet hold of, firing u'fJon all
"or else Doxstader has left a certain number be- who opposed them. C11ttin~ down a number of
hind to try and find out our camp and prevent helpless men, and r11thlessly slaughtering them,
the Liberty Boys from going on, for they must they pmherl on to\Yard the fort at Mr. Lewis's
think that I am out of the way if not drowned by house, and attacked it.
this time."
Here there were a number of women who gave
The Tory he had seen on the bank had doubt- the men the greatest ~ssistance by loading the
less recoi;nized him, but might not be able to get guns as fast as they were dischari<ed, and k epword to Doxstader, and so he hnrried on, lrnowing ing watch upon the redskins and Tories through
the value of every moment. Reaching the camp the loopholes. Being unable to get at the fort,
at last, his appearance greatly startled the boys, the Indians began burning and ransacking other
who lrnew at once that something had happened. d·wellings, and very few escaped. While engaged
"Get ready at once to go to Currytovn1," he in this work they were oo<ldenly surprisecl by
said. "Doxstader is going to attack the village. the arrival of the Liberty Boys, who came dashHe is probably on his way now. Send some one ing up at full speed, firing a volley and sounding
to_ notify Colonel Willett. Some of the bo~s ha<l a ringing cheer.
better stay in camp to guard it against strag"Charge, Liberty Boys!" shouted Dick "Down
glers, but 'i don't believe any considerable number with the murdering redskins! Scatter the thievof the reds will come heTe."
ing Tories !"
Jack Warren was sent to tell Colonel Willett
"Liberty forever! Death to the Indian maraudat the fort, being better mounted than any of the ers!" ~ elled the gallant boys, as they fired a ratboys except Dkk 'himself, his mare being as fleet tling volley upon the redskins.
as the wind. Dick quickly donned his uniform,
Crash-roar! Cheering and shouting, firing
and no time was lost in getting into the saddle, muskets and pistols, cutting down the murderous
every boy in t)le troop realizing the necessity redskins whei·ever they encountered them, the
of haste. George was resting comfortably, and brave boys pressed forward, unheeding the great·
nothing was said to him of the departure of the er numbers of the enemy, but fighti•g bravely in
·boys, but Dick calJ.ed Mattie aside and said ear- the defense of the settlers. Then Jack Warren
nestly:
came up with a force sent by Colonel Willett at
"I fear that Currytown is doomed. We shall Fort Plain, and the Indians and Loyalists fled,
do all we can, however, to save it. Doxstader is taking away a quantity of plunder and a number
on his way thither now, I believe. Keep George of prisoners.
quiet, and do not let him know what is •taking
Fearing t.o lose. these, they scalped a numQ.er
place if you can avoid it."
of them, and left them for dead. Among these
The tent where George was res.ting was away was Jacob Diefendorf, a boy of eleven years, who
from the others, and so he would not hear the recovere , and lived to be quite an old man, with
bustle of preparation, and slept through it.
He a part o·f his s~alp gone. The boy's elder brother
would probably hear the sound of firing later, was. also scalped; but recovered, 4lthough he did •
however, but Dick trusted to Mattie to keep him not live to be ola, being killed by the falling of a
0
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tree. The Indians hurried away in the direction
of New Dorlach, now Sharon, with their prisoners
and plunder, but Dick and the Liberty Boys did
not pursue them, devoting their energies instead
to putting out the flames. Mrs. Gray's cabin
could not be ·s aved, as that had been the first set
on fire, and it was burned to the ground as well
as the barn and outbuildings. Other houses could
be saved, however, and the plucky1 boys got to
work manfully and saved much from destruction,
the greater part of the little settlement being in
ruins, however.
Doxstader had not been seen after the first
attack, and it was supposed that he had fled as
soon as he saw the Liberty Boys and knew that
help would arrive from the fort as well. Meanwhile Colonel Willett ·was sending out to collect
all the militia he could, and intended to pursue
· 8Jld punish the redskins and Tories as soon as he
could get together an adequate force. A number
of the settlers had been killed and many taken
prisoners, the greatest sufferers being the Diefendorfs, Kellers, Myerses, Lewises, Bellingers and
Tanners.
Mrs. Gray's cabin was burned, but fortunately
neither she nor any .of her family were injured,
on account of their absence at the camp of the
Liberty Boys. George was awakened by the
Mund of firing, and wanted to know what it
meant, but Mattie told him that the Liberty Boys
had gone to the rescue, and he was satisfied.

CHAPTER VIL-The Mad Woman's Warning.
From information given to Colonel Willett by
one of his scouts the day before, the Indians had
been encamped near Sharon in a cedar swamp,
and, thinking that they would return thither, the
colonel decided to attack them that night. The
Liberty Boys, after doing all · they could at thesettlement, returned to the camJ>, intending to
join Colonel WHlett and puni sh the marauders.
"I am afraid we won't find Doxs<tader," muttered Bob. "He is probaJbly one of these Tories
who incite the Indians to all sorts of excesses, and
then, when there is trouble, make themselves
scarce, like the Johnsons and Butlers and others. "
"Well, we will look' for him, at any rate," declar.ed Dick, "and will punish whoever we find.
The Loyalists are always our enemie~. as well as
the Indians, and if we catch any of them or any
Hessians or Tories, it will be safe enough to
consider that they were concerned in this affair
and to punish them for it."
Dick saw Mattie upon his return and told her
of the attack upon the settlement, and the destruction of her mother's cabin.
"I am glad that you were not there," he added,
"for you would certainly have perished, the cabin
being the first one approached. We will rebuild
it for you, as there is plenty of material in the
woods, and I do not think you will be molested
•
a!i!lin."
"George was very glad that we were noi there,
and when I told him that the Liberty Boys had
gone to the defense of Currytown, he ~as well
satisfied, for he knew that you would do all you
• could."
"If I could have known of it before, we would
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have done more," replied Dick, "but I am glad
that we could do as much as we did. There will
be a long account for these Tories to settle, however, and they deserve all the punishment we
can give them. They are more to blame than
the India:ns, who only carry out their natural instincts, while these men incite them to fresh
deeds of cruelty by inflaming their passions with
strong drink and the promise of plunder."
"It is terrible," replied Mattie, "and I hope that
they will be punished as they deserve. I am
thankful that mother was not there, for -she
would certainly have been killed, like those ather
unfortunates."
"How is George getting on?" Dick asked.
"He is gaining all the time. The quiet and the
pute air are good for him. He would have been
more excited if he had not known that the Liberty Boys had gone to the settlement; but he
knew that you would do all you could, and it reassured him. Then the fact that mother and I ·
were safe was a great relief to him."
"I trust that he will continue to improve. We
are going after the Indians to-night, but I shall
leave some one in the camp, so that you will be
safe. Besides, there are no Indians about now,
and the To1;es do not know the location of the
camp."
La·ter Dick saw George when he awoke and
took some nourishment, and talked with him for
a few minutes.
"Was Currytown destroyed, captain?" the boy
asked.
"There was considerable destruction, George,
but we arrived in time to inflict considerable punishment upon the redskins, and some of the
houses were saved. Doxstader escaped, and I do
not think we will see him again in the neighborhood."
"What have they done with the Hessian who
shot me, Captain?"
"He is a prisoner at Fort Plain."
"They have not done anything to him, then?"
"No, and they will not as long as there is any
chance of your recovery, George."
"Tell them not to hurt him, captain, for I am
going to get well."
"Very good, George. The man is greatly frightened, and has asked after you. He is sorry now,
but he should have thought of that before."
"I don't blame .the Hessians so much as I do
the rulers for hiring them out at so much a man,
and the British for employing them. The men
themselves know nothing of our cause, but are
told that we are nothing but a lot of cattle, and
that they may do as they like with us. It is the
king and the government who are to blame."
"Very true, George, and they will discover it
one of these days."
The Liberty Boys remained quietly in camp for•
the rest of the day, cleaning and loading muskets and pistols, mending saddles and harness,
and doing other necessary things, so as to be prepared for the coming encounter with the Indians.
"W hile •the boys were thus employed, Dick took
Major, his black Arabian, and went off in the
direction of tl;i.e fort, more to look for Tories
than for Indiaps, as it was not likely that there
were any of the latter about at this time.
Despite the vaunted bravery of the Indians,
they were apt to take flight at the first aign of
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determined opposition, and Dick judged that by
this time they were well on their way to their
camp in the cedar swamp. As he was riding
along at a good speed, however, he suddenly came
upon the strange creature, Mad Bett, who rus~ed
out :from a clump of bushees, made a warning
gesture, and said, in an earnest one:
"Be]"are! there are enemies on the road. The
Tory scoundrels wait for the brave boy leader, to
kill him from behind the thicket."
Dick had already reined in Major, and he now
asked:
"Where are the Tories, Bett, and how many
are there?"
"They are cowards,'' said the madwoman; "they
tell the Indians to kiU, and then they run away
from the consequences of their evil deeds. They
dare not come out. They fire upo1;1 brave men
from behind bushes and rocks. They call brave
men rebels, but they do not ha_ve the courage to
fight for their country like men."
"And they are waiting for me?"
"Yes · but Bett will show you a way to get beh ind them, and while they are still waiting you
wil' be far away."
"Are the Indians all gone, Bett ?"
"Yes · they have hidden in the swamp; they are
snakes' and toads and crawling things! They
wait for darkness before coming out-they are
afraid of the light. Ha, ha, ha! Bett knowS'
them! " This way. Bett will show you the way."
The strange mad creature went hurrying down
a forest path, just wide enough for Dick to
make his way on horseback, and Dick followed,
eager to capture the Tories at their own game
and make them tell him where t~ redskins had
gone. The crazy woman disappeared, but in a
few momems he heard a wild shriek of laughter,
and then startled cries and rapid footsteps. Suddenly a frightened man came dashing along the
path, and Dick reaehed over and seized him by
t:1e collar.
"So you were lying ~n wait for me?" he asked.
-You were going to shoot me from behind the
bushes, were you? And you call yourself a man,
do you?"
"Don't let that mad creature get hold of me!"
cried the other, in the greatest t.error. "She will
beat out my brains with a club. That's wliat she
did to Bill Peters, and she strangled Sam Williams. Don't let her catch me!" and the man
trembled so violently that Dkk could scarcely
hold him up.
"Where is Doxstader?" Dick demanded sternly.
"I don't know. He went away this morning."
"Have you seen him since the fight at Currytown ?"
"No, I haven't."
"Do you know where the Indians have gone?"
"Yes-to Turlock, I guess . in the cedar swamp."
"Do you know the way there?"
"I guess so. It's in the woods, and there's only
a bridle path through them. I guess I could find
it, but I don't know. Let me go, captain," piteously. "I am afraid of that crazy woman; she
will kill me if she gets hold of ms!"
"But you would have shot at me- from ambush
if I had n<>t been told in season. Do you think
it is any worse to have a crazy creature kill you?"
"Then shoot me like a man; don't batter my
brains out."
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"If I spare you, will you guide us to the camp
of the Indians to-night?" Dick asked.
·
"I'll do the best I can, captain; but don't wait
here. !'in afraid of my J.ife!"
The man seemed thoroughly terrified, and Dick
sent him ahead, while he wheeled and went back
to the road. They neither saw nor heard anything of the crazy woman, nor of any of the Tories she had warned Dick against.
·
"How many were there of you in the bushes?"
Dick a:sked, when he got to the road, the man
standing there looking · around in a frightened
manner.
"Five."
"And all armed ? "
"I haven't any pistol, and I dropped my rifle.
The crazy woman was upon us before we knew it.
Do you think she has gone? She is as strong as
three men. Don't wait, Captain; I'm afraid!"
There was no pretence about the man's fear, for
he was thoroughly frightened and shook like a
leaf, his face being the color of ashes.
"Come with me," said Dick. "Mind, wou are to
keep your word or be hanged as a murderer. If
you show us the way to the camp of the Indians,
you'll be spared, but after that you must leave
this district forever. If you return, you will be
hanged."
"All right, captain; I'll do the best I can," and
the man hurried along the road ahead of Dick.
making no attempt to escape.
Dick took him to the fort and told Colonel
Willett the offer he had made to the fellow and
~vhat he had said about the Indians and ~yal1sts.
"I have a guide," declared the colonel, "but it
will do• no harm to have another. We will take
this man. Do you think the mad woman killed
the Tories, a s he says?"
"I have very little doubt of it. She is entirely
out of her head when upon the subject of her
wrongs, and I believe that she did just as he says.
His terror was not assumea, by any means."
After getting instructions from Colonel Willett
as to the time and place of meeting, Dick left
the fort to return to the camp of the Liberty
Boys.

CHAPTER VIII.-Following the Redskins.
Shortly after dark the Liberty Boys set out to
m eet Colonel Willett at the fort to go in pursuit
of the Indians. The colonel had secured a considerable force, and with Captains McKean and
Gross and Dick Slater and his Liberty Boys, he
set out on the trail of the redskins. Tiley had
the guide whom Dick had captured and Colonel
Willett had one of his own also, an'd they hoped
with both of them to find their way to the lurking place of the Indians.
·
The night was dark and lowering, and when
they entered the forest both guides became perplexed and progress was slow. Dick thought he
might find his way, but he knew only the general
direction, and there was much to bother him and
throw him off the track. They had to go slowly
at the best on account of the darkness and the narrowness of the path, and they were greatly
delayed by one thing and another. Ins-Wad of
getting to the camp of the Indians by m.~.:lnight,
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they were so delayed that it was morning before
they reached: it. The Indians seemed to know that
they were coining and had taken up a better position and were ready to receive them. Colonel
Willett determined to reconnoiter before making
the attack, and therefore lte said to Dick:
"Take a number of your Liberty Boys, Captain
Slater, and see if you can see how the enemy
have disposed themselves. Be cautious and don't
let them know what you are about."
"Very good, Colonel," replied Dick. "I will find
out all I can."
Dismounting a riumber of the boys, Dick went
ahead cautiously to learn all he could about the
·
Indians.
"If we can draw them out of their position,
Bob," said Dick, "that will give Colonel Willett
a chance to attack them."
"Yes Dick for they are now very advantageously situated, and we could do very little."
"They know it, but we may be able to execut,e
a stratagem ant draw them out. I will suggest
it to Colonel Willewt, an<i he can act upon it or
not, as he chooses."
The boys then crept back cautiously, the redskins having no idea that they were so n ear, for
they were as wary as the enemy themselves, having. had so much experience with them. Returning, Dick saw the colonel, stated the enemy's
position, and added:
"If we were to go forward; attack them vigorously, and then retreat, we might draw them
out and so enable you to attack them, which cannot be done rrow."
"That is a very good suggestion, Captain. You
will do your part of it, I suppose? I haye never
known the Liberty Boys to hang back when there
was anything to be done which savored of danger
and which required cool heads as well as rapid
·
·
·
action."
"We are quite ready to do our part now, Colonel," replied Dick, with a smile. "Shall I take
all my force, or only part of it?"
"You had better take them all , Captain, and go
horseback. You can thus get away more rapidly and draw them on, for they will be eager to
seize your horses."
"Very good, Colonel. I am ready to go ahead
as soon as you are ready."
"I will let you know as soon as I have disposed
my men to the best advantage, Captain."
Dick then mounted tke Liberty Boys arni held
them in readiness to go on at a moment's notice. The gallant fellows were all ready to engage the Indians, for they wanted to punish the
latter for the destruotiiln they had done and give
them a lesson which they wolilld not soon forget.
The boys were to dash on furiously, attack the
redskins, and then retreat, when Willett would
come up with his main force and assail them in
front, while McKean would fall upon their flank
and administer all the punishment he could. Having stationea his men, Willett gave the word to
Dick to advance with the Liberty Boys and make
as fierce a demonstration as they could. The
boys rode forward, with Dick in the lead, and,
when within a short distance of the redskins,
opened fire upon them with great vigor.
"Down with the redsldns!" shouted Dick. "Give
it to the red rascals, let them nave it, Liberty
Boys!"
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"Liberty forever, down with the red marauders,
give it to the villains!" roared the plucky boys,
sending in a rattling volley.
The Indians came swarming out by scores, expecting to demolish the aaring lads, whom they
outnumbered three to one. The boys knew :when
to retreat, however, and away they rode, the Indians pursuing them hotly, hoping to capture
their horses. On went the boys, the Indians pursuing them hotly, hoping to capture their horses.
On went the boys, the Indians pursuing them, till
suddenly they encountered Willett and his troops.
The resolute patriots now had the Indians where
they could get at them, and one volley followed
another, Willett's men being determined to punish their treacherous red foes. Muskets rattled
and pistols cracked, shouts echoed through the
woods, and many Indians fell. Then McKean attacked the flank vigorously, and there was more
slaughter, the patriots being resolved on giving
the enemy all the punishment they could, to pay
for the slaughter at Currytown. The Indians,
taken at a disadvantage, and perceiving that they
would be cut to pieces if they remained, hurried
_away on the horses captured at Currytown, firing
desultory shots as they fell back.
" After them!" cried Willett, and the soldiers
pursued the redsldns with bullet and bayonet re.
lentlessly.
McKean was wounded and died at Fort Plain a
few days later, but the soldiers kept on after the
reds until they fled in hot haste down the trail
toward the Susquehanna, leaving their plunder
and many of the prisoners behind them. The Liberty Boys did not pursue them to any distanc.e,
the aim of tlie march having been accomplished.
Nothing was seen of Doxstader or the Loyalists
and Hessians, and it was thought that these had
made themselves scarce some time before, anticipating defeat.
CHAPTER IX.-Mattie I s Abducted.
The Liberty Boys went back to their camp in
the afternoon, being well received by those who
had remained behind, and also by Mrs. Gray and
Mattie. Geor~e was improving and wanted to
know all about'the fight with the Indians, but Dick
cautioned the boys about telling him too much
for fear of exciting him.
"You have not been disturbed any since we
have been gone, have you, Miss Mattie?" asked
Dick.
"Well, we have not been disturbed, but we did
see some one lurking about the camp, and the
boys drove them away," the girl replied.
"Any one to make trouble?" Dick asked.
"I don't know that. They seemed to be hanging about, trying to see what was going on, but
when the boys saw them and went forwa1'Cl, they
ran away."
"Were there many of them?" in an interested
tone.
"Two or three, I think."
"In uniform?" asked Dick, thinking that the
prowlers might be some of the Loyalists, looking
for a chance to make a raid in the abse11ce of the
Liberty Boys.
"No, they wore ordinary clothes, or at least
those I saw did."
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Dick saw Frank Belden, one of the boys who
"Well, we'll keep a watch upon them," said
'.had remained behind, and asked him about the Dick, and then the matter was dropped.
men that had been seen prowling about.
Dick did not care to discuss it before George,
"You were en picket at the time, I believe, for he had an idea which he did not want to have
Frank?" he said. "What were the men like?"
the boy think of, as it might excite him too much
"They were not all men, Captain, some were no in his weak condition.
more than big boys. I never saw them before,
"That white-headed fellow and his father were
but I would know one or two of them if I saw not looking for horses to steal so much as for
them. One was a big, hulking, white-headed, Mattie Gray, Bob," he said. "When one of tllese
stoop-shouldered lout of a boy, about eighteen, fellows gets a notion that he likes a girl, he will
but overgrown and clumsy. The other was a
do anything, and my opinion is that Link would
thick-set man, red-headed, with a red beard and run off with Mattie if he could do so safely and
partly bald. He had a scar on his foreehad and force her to marry him."
"Then, if they could get hold of a horse, it
walked in a peculiar manner, as if one leg were
would be all the better, for they could escape
longer than the other."
•
easier."
"You would know these two again, then?"
"I think that is their idea. They may have
"Yes, I could not forget• them. There were
four altogether, but" I didn't get such a good view known that Mattie was here and that we were
of the rest and wouldn't remember them if I saw not, and so came to look over the ground and see
if they had any chance."
them again."
"Maybe some of the othe'rs would remember the
"But the boys were alert and they had to get
rest, so that we can identify them all."
away. They may come again, Dick."
"Yes, they might."
"Yes, and the boys must be cautioned not to
Dick questioned Jim Turner and Dave Dunham say anything to Mattie about it, for fear tnat she
and got a fair description of the other member,<; might speak to George and ~cite him. They
of the. party. One was a long-legged boy with must watch for these prowlers, too. I don't think•
big hands and feet and an awkward manner, the that they are Royal Greens or that their plans
other being an ordinary-looking man with iron- concern the Tories at all, but are merely personal."
gray hair and very little beard, with nothing dis"Some fellows seem to think that a girl has
tinctive about him, which was prabably the rea- nothing to say about her company and that if they
son that he made so little impression on the most make up their minds tliey want her, the matter is
of the boys.
settled!" sputtered Bob. "I never saw such
"What did they seem to want, Frank?" ques- cheek!"
tioned Dick.
"Well, we will go on the supposition that this
"Well, when I saw them, after Mattie told us was
mission here and keep a watch on the
. of them, they seemed to be just prowling about to camptheir
and on Mattie herself," added Dick, "and I
see what they could steal, and when I came up, l
th~nk the rascals will find some trouble in getting:
saw only the white-headed boy and the red-headed ln."
man clearly. The man went off in a hurry, but
"That's right," with a laugh.
the boy said he didn't want anything and was
Dick told the boys to keep a stricter watch than
just looking around, and he didn't see what we
wanted to make such a fuss about, and then he usual on the camp both day and night, as he
feared that some ruffians might try to abduct Matloped off."
tie. The men who had been about were described,
"They were not Royal Greens or Loyalists?"
and they were to be arrested if they were seen.
"No, I should say not."
Dick and some of the boys were out in the direc"Were they looking at the horses?"
tion of Fort Plain later that afternoon, not re"The boy was."
till nearly sunset. Then Dick went to the
"So was the other boy," declared Jim. "I turning
tet where George was and saw the boy asleep, his
should say that he would steal a horse or a sheep, mother sitting
outside.
or even a chicken, if he could get safely hold of
"Where is Mattie, Mrs. Gray?" •he questioned.
it and have plenty time to get away, but he would
"She left the camp a short time ago to take a
take no ris k. That's the only thing he wouldn't
walk," the mother answered. "She thought the
take," dryly.
Later they were talking about the affair in exercise would do h er good."
"Did any one go with her?"
front of the ten~ where George was and Dick
"No, she went alone.
She was going but a
spoke of the white-headed boy."
1
"That's Link Darkwater, I know the rascal," short distance."
"I had rather she had taken one of the boys
apoke out George wh(} was sitting up. "Why,
that fellow had the assurance to ask me if he with her. Did she go this way, or through the
might pay attention to Mattie. He lives over to- camp?"
"She went this way; but, Captain, what is
ward Johnstown, and he's a Tory, besides being
a scamp. They don't always go . together, but wrong? You appear to be worried about somethey do in his case. I never told Sis about it, but thing."
I did iell him that if he said another word about
"I am afraid some of those ruffians may have
it, I'd whack him so that he couldrl't stand up for abducted her, but I may be mistaken. Don't
a week."
arouse George. I will go and look for her. She
"Do you know the red-headed man?"
went this way?"
"Yes, that's his father, and he's another rascal.
"Yes, through the woods and down the hill."
.They were both looking for what they could steal,
"Don't be VoiOrried, Mrs. Gray. She may be all
I'll warrant."
;right. Some of those fellows who were hangin~
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about the camp may have been up to mischief,
but perhaps not. Don't trouble Ge?rge about it."
Then Dick went on in the direction the woman
had pointed aut, seeing Mattie's footprints quite
plainly, but saying nothing about it. He foilowed
the trail through the woods and down the hill and
then to a rough path leadiag alongside a thicket.
Here as the shadows were beginning to gather, he
cam~ to a p\ace where there were signs of a struggle, the bushes being seen in addition to the tracks
made by the girl herself. Then he found a kerchief lying on the ground which he knew to belong to Mattie, and saw a few shreds of cloth
torn from a print dress which he knew was the
gil'l's.
"The scoundrels have been watching," he muttered "and as soon as she left the camp they have
seized her and canied her away."
Looking further; be saw that a trail led into the
deeper woods, and here on a brier bush he . saw
something which very few: would have notic~d.
They were simply a few hairs, some almost white
and others a brig'ht red.
"Link Darkwater and his father have been concerned in the affair, just as I feared," Dick said.
He imitated the cry -0f a hawk, s]1rill and clear,
which could be heard to some distance, repeating
it in a moment. Before long a number of the Liberty Boys came hurrying along the rough path,
led by Bob Estabrook.
"What's the trouble, Dick?" asked Bob.
"M11ttie Gray has been carried off by Link and
his father and some others. We forgot to warn
the g-irl about leaving the camp alone, and the
wretches have taken advantage of it."
"How did you happen to ,find it out, Dick?"
"I went to see George, on our. return, and found
her gone. Then I remembered that we had not
warned her and feared that something had happened. I think there are a number of us here.
Hello! Here are more."
Sam and a few more boys came hurrying along
at this moment.
"Run back -and tell Mark to loek after the camp,
Sam " said Dick. "We are going in search of
Mattie. Tell Mrs. Gray not. to worry, but don't
alarm George. Come along, boys. Better cut
some torches as you go on, as we may need them."
Sam then ran back to deliver Dick's message,
while he and the rest hurried on along the trail
which was still quite plain. There was no need of
torches for a little while, as the trail did not go
through the thick woods for long, but into a more
open tract. Dick found four sets of footprints
besides Mattie's and knew that all of the party
seen hanging about the camp were concerned in
the affair.
"They are on foot," he said, "probably because
they could not get any of our horse3. Well, we
can· go pretty well on foot ourselves, and I don't
think that they are very far ahead of us."
With Dick, besides Bob, were Ben, Jack, the two
Harrys, Will Freeman, Sid Carhart and a number of the boys, all good at followiRg a trail and
some well acquainted with the region Lishe Green,
as well a s Harry Judson, bein?, along.
"D-0 you know Link, Lishe? ' asked Dick.
"No, but I know the other boy, the long-legged
one. He's Hi.ram Pettibone, what used to live
near the German Flats. He's around here now,
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I believe. He's a sneak, and if he can get the best
of Link, he'll do it, though he pretends to bl!
helping him."
"That may help us, then, for when rogues fall
out, honest people p:rnsper, they say."
They followed the trail till it began to grow
dar~, and then Dick told so~e of the boys to light
thelr torches so that they might have some assistance. In a short time there were three or four
torches gleaming and Dick took one of these and
went ahead rapidly. At length they came to a
·
brook, and here Dick paused.
"'fhey ha:ve. entered the b.rook," ' he said. "I
dcm t know if 1t was to save time or to deceive us.
Go upstream, Bob, and I will go down. We must
find out where the fellows came out." •
~hey ?id n~t all cross the brook, but some went
down wit~ Dick, on either side, while the others
accomparued Bob on the way up in the same manner.
"If they separated we must determine which
party took the girl and follow that " observed
Dick, "although we have enough to follow them
all."
. In a short time they found where the four Tories had come. out. of the brook, having gone upstrea!11, the dl!rechon taken by Bob. He signaled
to Dick and the rest, and in a short time they
w.ere al! together and following the trail with the
aid ?f the torches, it being now qu,ite dark and
no sign of a road anywhere.
"Are there houses in this direction Lishe?"
Dick asked.
'
·
"Well, there's some, Captain, but they aren't
very close together and there isn't much of a
road through here."
"That's right," added. Harry, "and the river is
not very nea~, but there are swamps and there's a
lot of water m some of them. I know a log cabin
close to one of them."
"Does. the trail lead in that direction, Harry?"
asked Dick.
"Yes, it seems to. They saved something going
up the brook and crossing, for if they had gone
on they would have had to cross it again farther
on."
"Then they have no idea that we are following
th.em, and we will go on to the swamp," declared
Dick.
CHAPTER X.-Searching in the Swa~p.
More torches were lighted and the boys hurried
on, now s~eing th~ trail plainly and then losing it,
but keepmg on m the same . general direction.
Then they struck a path where fhe trail was lost
but Dick followed it, believing that it led wher~
~e wis'hed to go. On tlrey ".Vent at good speed,
lighted by the torches, threading their way in and
ol:!t among the ~rees as they ~ollowed the path,
Dick at la_st seemg the footprmts again as they
struck a bit of soft ground. He saw the prfots of
a girl's feet and only those of two men, which
sh{)wed h~m that the party had divided. •
"As long as Mattie is still ahead of us, jt does
not matter if the others have left," he said to
Bob, pointing· out the tracks, "for we do not care
much if we don't catch all of the rascals."
"Hurrying on, they found more and more wet
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places , and at last Dick noticed the. gleam of a
body of water ahead of them, and said;
"Conceal your torches, boys. I am gomg ahead.
.
Come along, Hany."
"Both of us?" a sked Harry Thu rber, with a
D. k f
.
laugh. both of you, and Jack, ' ' replied
1c , or
"Yes,
·the two Harrys were seldom separated.
The boys concealed their torches s o that the
light eould not be seen a few yards distant, and
Dick and the three boys he had picked out went
ahead along the path, guided now and then by the
liglit of t h e stars. At the end of three or fou r
hundred f eet they came to a lake on the edge of
a swamp, and, peering ahead, Dick could see a
log cabin off upon one side.
"Be careful, boys," he said in a low tone. "Th~t
may be the cabin we are lo<.iking for. We will
follow the shore, but be careful that you don't
.
·
twnble in."
The stars aided the boys, and they made their
way along the e<lge of the lake for a dozen yards ,
when "they came to a mudhole, and h~d to go
farther back from the water. Proceedmg, they
came upon a creek, the cabin being on the f3;rther
side of it. They could see that it w a s too wide to
leap across, and th ere was no bridge by which
they might get over.
"We have got to go around unless we can find
some sort of a bridge, boys," rema,r k ed Dick
quietly. "Look around, boys, and see if you can
find a log or a fallen tree trunk."
The boys walked along the bank of the creek,
and at length Harry Judson gave a signal, uttering the croak of a frog. This meant that he ha.d
found something, and the others followed the direction of the sound, but saying nothing . Fr om
where Harry stood he could see a light in the
cabin, this being hidden from other points.
"There is some one in the place," he whisper ed.
Just then some one passed the window, the light
beincr behind them, and a big, stoop-shouldered
boy '~ profile was plainly seen .
"That's Link," whispered Harry. "You can see
his faded-out hair and almost hear hi s sh•ffling
walk."
The figure disappeared, and prnsen~ly ~ door
opened and the boy ·was seen st andmg m the
doorwa'y the light behind him. They could not
see the ;ource of the light, probably a tallow dip,
nor see any one but Link, who came out a little
an d said in a drawling voice:
"They won't know where to find u s, pap. We
was cute, to get the gal away from 'em like we
did. I guess they'll have a hunt to find us."
"Come in here, you fool!" they heard a man inside say. "You don't know whether they can find
us or no. They might be out there now, for all
you know, watching of you."
The boy went in and the d-0or was shut, all being dark except where the light streamed from
the window at the side.
"Let us see if we can find where the bridge is
put out," said Dick. "We are somewhere near the
spot, I should judge."
The boys made their way cautiously along the
bank and at Jen,gth came to a flat stone, which
they judged was what -the bridge rested upon
when it was in place.
"Go and get the other boys, Jack," said Dick
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cautiously, "and be careful that you don't get int o
a mudhole."
"All right, Capt ain," replied the bo y, a s he wen t
away, imitating the sound of a roost er crnwing
at a distance.
Some of the boys answered the signal and
showed a light for an instant, then coming towar d
him cautionsly. When they had a ll come up, Dick
said in a low tone:
"I am going to give a signal after a l:i me t l1at
will cause them to shove a bridge across the creek.
Then you mu st run over, seven or eig ht of }·ou ,
some remaining on this side to ho ld the bridge,
and we will rescue Mattie."
He then told t hem how they had discovered the
place and had learned th e signal.
"They don 't expect Hiram for half an hour,"
he added, "but we won't wait a s Jong as t hat.
Link t h inks Hi will be here before that t ime, so
we will take his r eckon ing ."
The boys had put out their tor ches, and the y
now waited in the c\arkness, watching the cabin .
and now and then listening for the sound of t he
return of the other plotters. At length Dick saiol
quietly:
"Get your torches ready, bo ys, but keep them
hidden till I give the signal to r un across."
Four or fiv e torches were lighted, the boys hol ding them down and behind trees where they would
not betray them. Then Dick imitated the r.al l of
a whippoorwill several times in a high, shrill ke y.
At once the door flew open, and they saw Link
Darkwater come running out in great excitement.
"That y ou, Hi?" he shout ed. "Got th e preach er
with ye?"
"Shove out the bridge, yew caow!" answered
Dick, in a drawling tone.
"All right, here she comes."
Then the red-headed man came out , and between them, the two pushed over a couple of
planks bound to gether with wi t hes and with a
brace across each end. The instant that the end
of the bridge touched the sto ne, Dick gave a shrill
whistle. The t orches flash ed in a mo ment and the
boys went dashing across, led b y Dick.
"Charge, Liberty Boys !" h e shouted, as they
hurr ied across on t he bridge which th<:! Tories had
provided for t hem.
"Gosh! It's the r ebels !" gasped Link, beating a
retreat.
The man followed, rushing into the cabin, the
boy having darted off somewhere into the woods.
The boys followed the man, who had h oped t o
close th e door of the cabin upon them, but was
too late.
"Liberty forever, give it to the Tories!" shouted
the boys, as they pressed hard upon the Tor v.
"Here I am, Captain, I knew you would come!"
cried Mattie.
Darkwater was forced to b eat a retreat and to
leap out of a window in order to escape. The
gleam of to r ches at Hie other end of the bridge
showed him that his way was cut off in t hat direction, and he darted away into the darkness,
Dick not caring to follow. They did not di sturb
anything in the house, bµt hurried across the rude
bridge wth the rescued girl,
"Pull it over or throw it in the creek," s plutte1·ed Bob. "Give the rascals some trouble to get
away. "
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"They are not likely to follow us if they are
wise,'' laughed Dick, "so I think we may leave
them the bridge."
"Hello! Stop the rebels, stop 'em!"
"Put out the torches and hurry on, boys," said
Dick.
The .boys went on rapidly, and at length the
men in front saw them, the Tory behind shouting
vociferously.
.
"Charge the rebels!" hoarsely cried the leader
of the newcomers.
"Charge!" shouted Dick, putting Mattie in the
charge of two of the boys for them to look after.
The rest of them dashed forward, firing a volley
and making a tremendous noise. Then a strange
figure suddenly darted out of the forest, waving
a torch and laughing hysterically. - It was Mad
Bett, and the boys were not startled, having seen
the woman before, although they had not expected
to see her now. The strangers were startled, however, and as the strange apparition came on, they
suddenly broke and fled in many directions, some
throwing down their weapons . .In a few moments
there was not one of them in sight, and then the
Tory behind the boys suddenly ceased his shouting and ran as fast as his expected allies.
"Light your torches, boys,'' said Dick, "the Tories have all fled and it is not likely they will follow us."
'
The torches were soon burning brightly once
more, and the boys hurried on through the forest,
some of them making a Jitter of branches on
which they carried Mattie, who was wearied from
her earlier journey.
"'l'he Tories may be making trouble because
they think the troops are too far off," observed
Dick, "and we may have to give them a lessoll
the same as we gave the redskins."
Then they hastened on, and at length reached
t he camp.
CHAPTER XL-More Trouble From the Tories.
The Liberty Boys would Ji.ave given Mattie a
rousing welcome upon her return, but Dick, fearing that the noi se might awaken George, who was
sleeping quietly, repressed them, and their welcome was,"therefore, Jess vociferous than it would
otherwise have been. All the boys showed her
that they were heartily glad that she had been
rescued, and she had no doubt of the regard in
which she was held by the entire troop. Mrs.
Gray was deepty grateful to Dick and the boys
who had accompanied him, as we]] as to all the
boys, for the care they had taken of her and her
children, and thanked Dick sincerely for all his
efforts in their behalf.
"That is a part of our duty, Mrs. Gray," Dick
replied, "to protect the weak and be friends to the
friendless. No patriots shall appeal to us in vain.
Whether your son is able to join our troop or not,
he needs our help and we shall give it to him. We
fight our enemies, but we also protect our friends,
and that is just as much a part of our work as
the other."
The next day Dick went to Currytown with a
goodly company of the Liberty Boys, and began
clearing away the rubbish on the site of Mrs.
Grl\,Y's cabin for the purpose of building a new
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one. While so~e of the boys were thus occupied,
others went into the forest and began to select
trees with which to build the' cabin, cutting them
down, trimming them, getting out logs and other
timbers, and doing other necessary work. No
time was lost, therefore, and there were many of
the settlers who helped the boys at their work,
Mrs. Gray being held in the highest esteem by
all her neighbors. Many of her belongings were
found in the ruins, which were not too badly injured to be used, and these were set aside, the
settlers all contributing something to enable her
to go to housekeeping as soon as the cabin was
finished.
Having set the boys to work and leaving the
young lieutenant to superintend them, Dick set off
with Ben, Sam and the two Harrys, to see if the
Tories were making any more trouble. There had
been quite a party of them out the night before,
and Dick therefore knew that they had not all
gone away with Doxstader and the Indians, and
that these would get into mischief if they thought
they cou1d do so safely. They were not so very
far from J ohnst.own, the headquarters of many of
the Tories of the valley, and trouble could be expected from that quarter at any time, Sir John
making frequent incursions, sometimes with the
help of the redskins and sometimes without it. It
needed onLY a word from their l~der to arouse a11
the Tories of the valley, as well as all' the refugees
and outlaws within twenty. miles, and Dick was
determined to keep a watch upon them, that being
a part of the work he had been dispatched to the
valley to perform. Dick and the four boys were
riding along the rough country road in the neighborhood lying between Canajoharie and Fort
Plain, when they saw a long-legged, awkwardlooking boy, with big hands and feet, come shuffling along the road.
"That's Hirnm Pettibone," whispered Harry
Judson. "I'd be willing to wager that he is up to
some mischief at this very moment."
Hiram paused , as if undecided whether to run
or not, and gazed blankly at the boys, saying
nothing.
"You are Hiram Pettibone?" asked Dick, halting, the boys fill'-1g the road and giving the other
no chance to pass.
'!Well, I didn't :::ay I wasn't," with a snarl.
"Suppose I be? I got a right to the name, hain't
I?"
"You have a right to any name you choose to
take," returned Dick, "but if you don't behave
yourself, you can be punished under one name as
well as another. You are suspected of having a
hand in the abduction of Mattie Gray yesterday,
and I want to tell you that you have made yourself liable to arrest, and that---"
"Dunno any such pussonA" growled Hiram.
"What be you rebels stoppin' of me fur? Get
out'n the way!" snarlingly.
"We are stopping you to give you a warning,"
Dick replied. "We only suppose that you were
concerned in the affair, we do not know it positively, but I wish to tell you that if you are concerned in any more affafrs of a suspicious character, whether they are like this one or not, you
will be arrested and sent to jail."
"Huh! I don't care nothin' fur what you rebela
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say!" g-rowleu Hiram. "You can't arrest me
'cause yo u say so!"
"Let him pass, boys," added Dick quietly. "He
has been warned, and if he is wise he will heed
it ."
"You r ebels can't scare me!" muttered Hiram,
as he went on at the same slouching g;ai t.
Then Sam suddenly turned in his s~ddle and
made a quick move as if to draw his pistol. Hiram
let out a yell and took to hi,: heels, while the four
boys let 'out a peal of laughter, which soun_ded
long after Hiram was out of sight. Proceeding,
the bov~ sud denly heard a ,;harp cry for help, and
went ahead with. a rush, Dick in the lead. In a
few moments t hey came to a little old cabin by
the roadside, where, tied with hi;; face to a tree
and his shirt torn from his back, was a boy of
twelve years, while before him, with a stout
switch in h is hand, stoat! a iarge, muscular man,
another of the same size ho lding a young girl,
who had evidently been going to the boy's as1;istance. Dick leaped from Maj .ir's back, snatched
the switch out of the man "s hand and said fiercely:
"You brute, give me i good excuse for yo ur conduct or I will take this switch to you, and promptly too! You ought to be ashamed of vourself, a
big man like you, to strike a little_ boy like that!"
The other man released the girl as the boys
came up, and retreated to a safe di,;tance.
"The young rebel lied to me and he deserves a
thrashing!" s narled the man. "Is a honest man's
character to be took away by a little villain like
that?"
Harry Juds<>n released the boy and gave him his
shirt and coat, the boy saying:
" I did not take away his character, for he hasrr't
any. I said he had something to do with runni ng
off with Mattie Gray, and so he had, for I saw him
and Hiram and Link Da rkwater and his father,
and I went down to Cu rrytown to tell her mother,
but couldn't find her no1· George."
"Is this Pettibone?" asked Dick.
''Yes, it is, and you can ask any one within ten
miles if he has a character wo rth speaking about."
"No, he hasn't!" replied the girl, "and nobody
that has would attack a boy and a girl all alone
like he did, and Sim Willis is just as bad as he is."
The other man was Willis evidently, for he began to back away, fearing that he would receive
some sort of punishment. Dick made a quick
gesture which the four ·boys unders tood, and, before Pettil:>one could get away, or had even suspecteri that any such move was contemplated, they
bad seized him, big as he was.
" Tie him up!" said Dick decidedly.
The man kicked and struggled and tried to get
away, but the boys had him tied to the trees, with
his shirt off, in a twinkling.
Dick then proceeded to lay on the 8Witch with
a vigorous hand, causing the man to howl vociferousl y, for all that he was big and brawny,
"Hi, hi, stop that?" he yelled. " I only give it
to him once!"
" Well, you are ·more than twice as big," returned Dick, laying on the switch till it was in
shreds.
The man continued to howl and dance and struggle to g et free, but Dick kept on till there was
nothing left of the switch, wheu he said :
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."Let him go, boys. I don't think he wi ~! make
any more trouble."
The bo ys r eleased the man. keeping their eyes
upon him to see that he did no mischief.
"I'll pay you rebels i:p for this!" he gro v;:ed, as
he caught up his coat and shirt and hurried away
into the woods, the boys wat..:hing him. He was
soon out of sight, and then Dick said to the girl:
"You say that you and your brother are alone?
Where are your father and mother?"
"Dead," said the girl sadly. "They were visiting folks at Currytown when the Jn (l"ans attacked
it and were both killed. Tre baby \\·as there, too,
but he got awa~'· The Indians did not see him.
He is in the cabin now. I'll take CHe of him."
The girl brought out a chubby little baby boy of
about a year old, and held him up for Dick to
look at. He cooed and crowed and held out his
hands to the boy to be taken, Dick taking him
and talking t o him.
"An<l you two were left alone, with this ch ild?"
he asked. "Wh y, you are hardly more than children yourselves."
"Yes, we are all that are left," sadly, "and now
these bad men may come and burn our cabin down
and we will have no home."
"No, they won't!" <leclared Dick. "The cabin
belong·ed to your father and mother?"
"Yes, and rnme land, where we have our garden, and a wood lot. If I could get som" one to
come here and look after it, I would let him have
a part of it as his pay."
"That woul<l be all right. Do you know of any
one?"
"Darkwater said he would. but I would not trust
him."
·
"No, nor I," tersely. "Well, wait a little while
and I will see if I cannot find you some one."
" You are very kin d," gratefully.
"Not at all. This is a part of our duty. We
must look after those in distress. Are there any
other cabins near here?"
"The nearest is a quarter of a mile away. They
are very good friends of ours, too."
·
"I will go and ask him myself. Stay here, bo ys,
and if any of these Tories make any trouble, fir e
a couple of shots."
Dick then rode <>ff, leaving the bo y with the
girl and her brother. He saw the neighbor, spoke
about his running the little farm, and received a
favorable answer.
"I'd be willing to do it without taking any of
the truck," he added. "There won't be much more
than what they'll want f'or themselves, but if
there was more, I'd be willing to help them till
the boy is big enough to do more work and cultivate a bigger patch. I could put in more now and
so give 'em more for the winter."
"Then we ma y consider it settled, and I will
tell the girl so?"
"Yes, and I'll run over there this afternoon and
tell her."
"Very good," and Dick jumped into the saddle
and rode away.
He had gone only a short distance, when he
heard two quick shots from the direction of the
little cabin.
"So, the wretches are making trouble sooner
than I eJU)ected!" he said to himself, as he dashed
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" Wh y, Betty Wilkins, you have a ba by to look
after, haven't you ?"
.
"That child needs a lot of care," the n urse replied, withou t one trace of madness, "and the
house needs fixing up, too. Where are the f olks,
CHAPTER XII.-The Baby Finds a Friend.
eh?"
'
· "You '~ stay till they come back , won 't you,
W hen Dick came in sight of the cabin , h e found
t h e four boys engaged in a fight with more than Betsy?" asked the woman, understanding t h e situt hat number. of men, and the battle beginning t o ation from a glance which Dick gave her.
"Why, to be sure,'' and she and t h e neighbor
wage hotly. The smaller boy was taking a hand
al s o, beating one of the men over the head with set to work and put things to rights like two exa cudgel h e had picked up and 1iausing him to perienced housekeepers.
Presently the neighbor came out t o Dick and
howl lu stily.
'
•
"Forward, Liberty Boys !" shouted Dick, firing said:
"She wasn't crazy, and I don't believe she will
t hree or four sh ots in quick succession.
He gave two of the ruffians painful, but not be so at a ll if she gets the house and the baby
serious, flesh wounds; and sen t the hat of another to keep her occupied. She wants someth ing to
fl ying. Pettibone was one of the assailants, but love and to keep her occu pied, and if folks let
H iram was not to be seen. When the shots began her alone, I believe she!ll be as rational as half
to ring out, the' Tories evidently thought that the the fo lks in town."
When Dick and the boys went away, t h ings
whole force of the Liberty Boys were coming, and
the y quickly beat a retreat. Two of t hem wer e were going on well in the cabin and the young
captain had no doubt that t hey would continue
caught, however, and Dick said:
"Now, boys, serve these fellows as we served to do so.
He called the next day and fou nd Bett installed
Pettibone. It is a pity we could not have caught
him and given him another thrashing, to make as the housekeeper, acting in a thorou ghly rational manner, greatly improved in appearance
him heed a warnin g longer."
The two men were given a t h rashing, and then and showing no trace of the madness which they
had seen in her before she had taken charge of
Dick said:
"That is all we are going to do to you fellows the baby.
·
Meanwhile George was growing steadily better,
now, but if you remain in this neighborhood you
will run the risk_ of being hanged, so I advise but it was not considered wise for him to go back
to the village for a time, and so he remained at
you to leave it."
The men went away, snarling, and then Dick the camp, but knew what was going on, taking
told the girl what the neighbor had said. In a great interest in it a ll and showing great gratfew moments some one was h eard coming along itude t o the boys.
t he road, and then the crazy creat ur e, Mad Bett,
A day or so after the talk between D ick and
appeared, coming· on swiftly, muttering to herself . Bob, they were both on the hill, back of the camp,
"Get the baby," said Dick.
George sitting outside enjoying the air.
The mad creature came on, saw the boy~,
As they approached, he said:
stopped, and said to Dick :
" I am getting on fairly well , Captain, t ha nks
"Have you seen my baby?"
to the care that you and a ll the Liberty Boys
"Wait a moment, Bett," replied the young cap- have given me, bu t I don't believe I shall ever
tain. "You are fon d of little children, aren't be strong enough to join the troop ."
"Perhaps not, George," qui etly , and w it h a
you ?"
A softer expression than usual came into the g lance at Bob.
woman's fa-ce, and she gazed earnestly at Dick.
"Still, if you hold me to my promise, CapJ ust then the girl came out with the baby, and tain--"
Dick took him and held h im in his arms. Bett
"We will do n othing of the sort, George," inlooked at him, her exp1·ession softening mu ch terrupted _D ick, kindly. "You said you w anted
more than before, and tears beginning to run to join, but there are always conditions. If I
down her cheeks. Then she took the baby , did not think you were ph ysically fit, I would not
crooned softly to him, and began walking u p and be obliged to consider you r offer to join."
down.
The boy seemed greatly relieved by what Dick
"That child wants· more attention," she said. had said, and improved even more rapid ly ,than
"He has been neglected. Let me have him."
before.
Dick led the way into the cabin where Bett put
They did not see the Grays for some time, but
down the child, took off her cloak, put 'aside her there were many of them who thought often of
for ked stick, and suddenly began bustling about them, and especially of Mattie.
like any industrious housewife, putting things to
When they saw her a gain these boys showed
rights, stopping now and then to talk to the that absence had not made them any less fonder
baby, and acting as if sh,e were in her own house. of her, and there w ere two or three that held
"Let her stay," said Dick to the girl. "She will h er in especial regard.
help you about the house and with the baby and
George aided his country in many ways alwill be no trouble."
though he never joined the Liberty Boys.
'
Indeed, the baby seemed to take to her at once
and she looked after him better than the gn:i
Next w eek's issue will contain "THE LIBcould, and was more efficient in the house. The
n eig hbor came over, bringing his wife with him, ERTY BOYS AND THE MILLER; OR, R OUTthe woman s aying to the strange nurse:
ING T.HE. TORY BANDITS."
a h ead like the wind, shortly com ing in sight of
the cabin.
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CURRENT NEWS
OF DISASTER ON MT.
EVEREST.
Mount Everest has claimed her first victim,
D r. A. M. Kellas, a world-renown ed explorer, dying of heart failure on June 5. The expedition
ca n hardly expect to escape with this one fatality. Colonel Bury states that the vegetation and
colored butterflies are wonderful. 'llhe party received the full benefit of the monsoon. A couple of minutes of the huge deluge w~s sufficient
The
to penetrate any waterproof cover ings.
m ules which were depended upon for transport
h ome collapsed mi serably and horses had to be
·
substituted.
B EGINNING

GOLD FOUND IN ONT ARIO.
A p atented farm at Bourkes Sidings, Ottawa,
Ont., has suddenly sprung into prominence . . Gild
in loose leaves as big as twenty-five cent pieces,
has been discovered on the farm grounds, it is
alleged and local experts say that the find promises to' become one of the most spectacular discoveries in northern Ontario.
S amples of the gold have b~en b1:ought ?ut
and testers aver that the ore itself 1s of high
grade typ.e and occurs in a body about eight
f eet wide.
As yet there are no indications of any ru sh
to the new Bonanza, probably on account of the
f arm being a patented one.
LAST OF WILD LANDS OPEN TO TRAVEL.
The wind River extension of the Rocky Moun"tain Highway, which was ceremoniousl y dedicated August 21, is said to open up to travel the
last of the really wild lands of the United States.
The Rocky Mountain Highway runs from DenTer to Lander and the Wild River extension carries it 200 miles farther through the "front door"
to Yellowstone National Park. The total dist ance from Denver to the park is 589 miles.
The dedication took place at Twogwatee Pa ss,
the highest point of the trail, 9,500 feet above
sea level, where the traveler enters into the famous Jackso;n Hole country, where Tracy, the
outlaw, some yea rs ago led hundreds of deputies
a merry chase in the dense forest s and among the
wild canyons.

and large profits. · He reported an active deman d
for the fur of the ·muskrat from London a ncl
other buyers.
CHECKS BODY IN T RUNK.
Another "trunk' murder has been revealed in
Paris. The slayer of ~on Baiss?ere, a concierge,
~ear the St. Lazar~ railroa d stat10n, was a rrested
Just a s he was takmg a blood stained trunk from
the stora ge r oom with th e a ssistance of two
chauffeurn. They had promised to aid- him in
throwing the trnnl~ into th e Seine bel ieving it
conta111ed only a shipment of meat th a t had been
spoiled in transit.
Although at fir st the culprit insisted th a t h e
w~ s actmg for an unknown thi r d per son, he a dmitted that he w'.l s _an ex-sol die r na med F e lix , a
nephew of the victim, whom he had slain in a
quarrel a~ter the uncle's refusal to lend hir.1
money. until he. could find work. Felix r an sacke i
tl~e house, findmg _3,000 francs, which he spen :;
with women acquamtanc~s in a night of revelr:r
after the body placed 111 the trunk had been
checked at the s tation.
i<:eiix signed a full confession nn tl h:i s bec:i
ass~gned to the ~am e cell at Cenr.rn l P r is'>:i
which seven montns ag o hon o1Td :Her ·\ l\Iirte- ..
the authoress, accused of l~illing: h ~ r lrn ~band,
M. Bessarabo, and despatchmg his dismemberert
body to Nancy in a t!'unk.

SWIMMER FAILS IN CHANNEL ATTEMPT.
• Mrs. Arthur Hamilton against has failed in an
attempt to swim the English Channel. She rep_orts having left Cape Gris Nez, on the French
side of the Channel near Calais, at 11 o'clock Saturday morning, and got wi t hin three miles of
Deal,on the English side, Sunday morning where
she was compelled to aba ndon the swi~. She
says she was in the water twenty houl'S.
Mrs. Hamilton to-clay expressed sati sfaction
at having accomplished what she claims to be a
world's .record for women swimmers, both as re gards d1stanc~ covered and time in the wat er.
Mrs. Hamilton, who is a daughte r of S ir
Charles Fairlle~Cunnin gh anw , sta r ted last Seutember. from St. Margaret Bay, on th e :Cngi is1 1
shore, m ~n endeavor t o s•vim to Ca pe Gris Nez.
She was 111 the wa ter at t hat time for t welve
hours, and rep orted that sh e g ot withi n t we lve
TWO U. S. MUSKRATS START FUR
MARKET FOR CZECHS,
miles of her obj ective. Six t ee n years ago A nAmetican mu skrats, a pair of them, carried nette Kellerman twice started on what was d ~
into Czecho-Slova kia a s curiosities twelve years clared .to have been attempt:; to swim the twentyago, developed into wealth producers for the na- one miles acr oss the Chann el. In her fi rst at.
tempt she was said to have ;;warn for fi ve !wu r "tives.
Amer ican Consul Breed at Prague informed and in the second to have covered six mih;,. ln
Secreta ry Hoover . th e Czecho-Slova kians ex- e~ch instance she was forced to quit throug l1 sea·
,
s ickness.
ported 50,000 muskrat fur skins last !ear.
Captain Matthew Webb and T. W. BurO'ess
Mr. B1·eed said the American muskrat, unknown to the natives before the tourists pre- are the '.&nly persons "on record as ha vino- " acsented them as a Cllll"iosity, is now the besis of a complished the task of swimming the Ch~nnel.
thriving industry that is steadily growing. Many Webb swam across in 1875 in 21 hours and 4r;
of the natives are entering the new business be- minutes, and Burgess in 1911 in 22 hours and 35
cause it requires small capital and assures steady minut
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Bellville Academy Boys
--OR--

VICTORIES OF TRACK AND FIELD
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)

CHAPTER II.
Rivalry For a Girl.
Four miles beyond Bellville Cenh'e ·was another well-known boarding-school, Exover Academy. Thb institution w::i.s at least twice a~ large
as Bellville, and for the most pm't cuntarned a
great deal ·wealthier set of !'<tudents than the
school of Dan Barnett.
y ct as is so often the case, the smaller school
was ;ble to work harder in sports as well as in
class work. Bellville had been victorious time
and again in the school aebates, and in the athletic contests by superior team work over the
riv<i I institution.
"\V e'll have a hard time trimmin g- Ex over thi"
year," said Dan Barnett, "for I have he:;ird
throu"'h a friend of mine that they are gettmg
some ~f the best runners of the country."
"Yes they are paying· them on the quiet to
have them come and run, pretending that they
are students," added Dan's room-mate and chum,
Sammy Bel l.
"Pay or no pay they ca:n't beat Dan," said Joe
Urner, who ate at the same table. "It's a good
thing they elected him captain of the tra~k team
this year, for we'll have regular team work and
get something done. If Henderson Newthwaite
had been elected there would have been only his
own friends and hange1·s-on playing on the
teams."
"That sneaky cur," muttered Sammy ~ell. "He
n early killed you, Dan ."
"Ah, what of it?" replied Dan Barnett in a
bored way. "These th in gs are not pleasant to
keep bringing up. I don't think he meant it to
be serious; he just got worked up over the fracas, a nd I'll check it off the ledger on that
ground."
"He hasn't apologized ," said Sammy.
" Here he comes now," declared Joe Urne r, in
surp rise.
Surely enough, the big bully was walking
across the dining-room floor with flushed face.
To the table where th ey were sitting he hurried and addressed Dan.
"I wan t to apologize to you, Barnett," he began, stammering with embarrassment, for he was
not used to the act of humility. "I lost my head,
and I hope you're feeling ah right again."
Barnett looked at him earnestly.
"J am glad you speak .so, Newthwaite. I am
all right, and bear no malice over this, but let's
cut ·out all this wrangling from now on. · You
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and I want to use our ability to make the school
victorious."
•
Newthwaite was ~ilent. The lads at the nearby
tables were listening.
Newthwaite started away.
But. Dan Barnett called him back.
"I want to shake hands and accept you1· apology," said Dan, with a smile. "\;1,'e'll let bygones by bygones. To-morrow you must take
part in the preliminary heats for .the long races.
Then we can have a real contest.
Newthwaite snarled angrily now, showing that
hi~ contrition had not been sincere.
In fact, he
!1ad just receiver! a telegraph reply for his father
,-,ho said th~t he would not be permitted to leave
Bcllvill!'! Academy, under penalty of stopping his
.ilhJwance cf money and expense~.
The nil'crintendcnt of the ~chool had sent him
a note gi\·ing hi!1' tlw choice of apologizing publicly or l•:aving the school that night.
And so came the apology.
But Newtlw;aite was not manly enough to let
it go at that.
"I don't want to . hake hands with you, you
teacher's pct~,. cried the youth, bitterly. "Bygones wo:1't be Yery f<u gone with me. I'm going
to take a fall out of you yet. And I'm going to
show you to-morrow that you are not qualified
te run for thio; s::hool. You got elected track
captain on your pull, but it won't help you win
in the race ro-morrnw."
Barnett's f'.;ce: flu~hed .
Iht the hone-t lnd h·ld back the angry words
that a h:iost rushc( out· he kne'" that he was in
the right, a;nd that N'ev:tlrn·aite was merely making his own ca:;;e wor~e.
"Huh, I 1'ee you l:aven't got anything to say
to thai, " said the miUionaire's son exultan,t'ty.
"I've made my apology, and now I'm going to
show you something besides. These fellows here
can all hear me. I'll bet one hundred dollars to
fifty that I will win the first try-out in the mile
race to-morrow against Dan Barnett."
There was a natural silence for an instant in
the dining-room at Newthwaite's bragga rt
"peech.
"Ha, ha! You are great friends of his; you
are afraid to bet."
But just tfien c: surprise came in store for
them.
The familiar voice of Dr. Macdonald, the superintendent of Bellville Academy, came from the
coTI1er of the mess hall.
"Young gentlemen!" began the professor, " I
had always thought it one of the rule~ of this
Academy that there was to be no gambling or
betting on any of the events."
There was utter stillness.
Newthwaite's faced paled .
But the principal laughed and went on:
"Now, this student has apol ogized for his disgraceful conduct to-day. I con:;ider that his
shame and your punishment .have been enough to
equal matters. His apology was acc;.>i;ted. But,
here is where I come in. I will permit no bet~ng
on this race. But I will offer one of the Academy
silver trophy cur" for th e winner of this particular race. Th at ought to be pretty good as an
inducement."
(To pe cantinued.)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
BURIED TREASU RE IN OHIO.
"Buried treasure" was the goal of a dozen pe r sons who scattered the earth near Venice, Ohio.
The q uest was for a pot of gold, estimated to
contain $1,500, believed buried several years ago.
Legend here is that the money was obtained from
the sale of livestock by Michael Timberm an. He
returned -with t he money and b1'ried it in the
woods back of the house, according to the story.
Michael became insane a few days later, an d efforts of relatives and others since to locate the
fortune have been fruitles s.
0

HOW GUIANA INDIANS COUNT.
The Indian s of Guiana have a curious system
of enumerat ion, says the Columbus Dispatch.
They count by the h a nd and its four fin gers.
Thus, when they reach five, in ste ad of saying so,
they call it a "hand." Six is tl1 e refore a "hand
and first finger;" c-evcn. a "hnnd and second finger." Ten is "two h a..,., ds." But twPnty, in stead
of being "four ha nds," is a "man." ForLy is
"two men," and thu s they go on by twenties.
Forty-six is exp re ssed as "two men, a hand and
first finger."

And the keen business man from Chicago had.
no complaint to make about the excellent service
he received at thi s restauran t during his stay in
•
the metropoli s.
The promise was fulfilled.
FIGS FLOURIS H IN POORBS T G:F SOIL".
Consul Homer M. Byington of Naples writes
that the productio n of fig s for local consumpt ion
and for exportati on is an importan t industry in
Southern Italy. Fresh figs are a staple article
of food, especia lly for thP poorer classes, during
the season, and when dried in the sun may be
kept for con s iderable periods of time. Of peculiar ec~nom~c value is the fact that they may be
grown m soil t<to poor for other crops. The trees
are planted i rregularly and fr equ ently on steep
hill sides a long sm al l te rraces.
In certain provi'nces it is the custom for lan downers to en!R.r into a n agrPem')n t with th e farmer wherebv the h1 t er plants fix tre es in the inter ior or waste prn·tions of lr! ncl, taking the entire crop for a stated number r>f years and at the
encl of the contract r eturning the land in produc'
ing condition.

GOVERN MENT GUATIDS PRIVAT E
FOTIEST S.
" Mystery Magazin~"
An sgreemen t has r <'en made by the Forest
Service of the United States Depart ment of Ag-·
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INDIAN UNDERS TOOD SIGN.
Ju dge Cha rles Pollock, of El Paso, T ex., had to
resort to the sign language and dismiss th e case
when trying a Navajo Indian on a charge of
vagrancy .
The judge first spoke in Engli sh, then tried
Spanish and fi ·"'dly Indian, Patrolma n Tom
Threeper sons, of the Cherokee tribe acting as
interpret er. The IndiaJl shook his head each
time, indicating that he did not un derstand .
At last the judge pointed to the door leading
from the courtroom . The N avajo bowed his
thanks and made a hasty exit.
HIS TORN BILL TIP BROUGH T RESULT S.
"Waiter, I'm going to be here for five or six
days ," said the ke en bus infSS man from Chicago,
as he sat down in the local restauran t.
vVhereupo n he removed from his wallet a crisp
five-dolla r bill and carefully tore it in half.
"This half you a1 e to l;ecp, and if you g ive me
good service durin g my visit here I will deliver
the other half of the bill to you just before I go
away.
"Yassir," beamed th e waiter.
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BY D. W. STEVENS.
Eleven centuries ago, where the city of Kamakura now stand s, was a great lake, and down a1
the bottom of this lake lived a blue dragon, with
emerald green eyes and a fiery mouth, who frightened the people to heart-sickness, because he lived
on the flesh of little babies. He stole them whenf'Ve r he could find them, cracked their bones,
picked them clean, drank theii blood and threw
the dismembered skeletons en the shore of the
lake, where weeping mothers in vain begged him
to drown them also that they might forget their
lost darl ings' untimely fate.
Now, down by the lake lived Yoroti, a very rich
man, who had sixteen children. He thought that
even a dragon must r espect so wealthy a person;
an<l hi s wife could not persuade him to remove
from the lake side.
•
"He gobbles up the peasants' babies, this ugly
dragon," he used to say, "but he will not touch
the offsprin,i; of a man of high position"
The event proved that he was wrong·. One day
he returned home to hear his wife wailing, and
his servants beating· their heads together. The
blue dragon had killed and ea1f'n all his little
ones, and their bones strewed the shore of the
lake . Completely crushed by this calamity, all
}>is pride was gone. He gathered up the remains
of his little ones and carried them awav to a miserabie desert place, covered with sand and unsheltered by a single tree. Here he buried them,
and the peasants called the spot the Rich man's
Bun1ing Place. There he spent his time be"·ail ing his loss; and he began to feel sorry for the
peasants, whom heretofore he had despised, beFeving- them to be clods, to whom such things
happened because they did not feel them as more
de!i r-ately bred persons would.
One day, whiloe he was weeping and watering
with his tears the sixteen cactus plants in the
mounds beneath which he had laid the ashes of
his ~hil dren's bones, he heard a stran.ge cry, and
l o~kmg upward, saw a cormorant over him, that
:;aid:
"Rich man-rich man, are you sorry for the
peal'ants now?"
And Yoroti bowed his head, and answered :
"Yes, I am sorry now."
Tlien the cormorant spoke again, and said:
"Rich man, would you save those peasant ch ildren if 'ou could?"
And Yoroti answered:
"Yes-yes; I would save them if I could."
Then suddenly the cormorant changed into a
beautiful winged woman and stood before him,
and a sirange light shone around her, and he fell
on his face, afraid in her presence.
But she spoke to him kindly.
" Rich man," she said, "arise. If you would
save the peasants' children, you can. Your wealth
is great, and the blue dragon loves gold and
jewels. Return to the lake side, dwell there with
your wife, and on that day of the week on whicb
the blue dragon comes for a child, go t o him and
offer in its stead a handful of gold or a jewel.
Do this each week until all is gon e, and so prove
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your devotion to your fellow-sufferers. Meanwhile, for every tear of grief you save another
I will shed one of gratitude to water the plants
that ,grnw over your children's graves."
Y oroti listened and obeyed. He kissed the palegreen plants and departed for his home.
His wife and servants were overjoyed to se&
him. When they heard his purpose, they marveled, but no one attempted to interfere. They
told him that the dragon had grown so bold that
he entered homes and took a child from its
mother's arms, and they saw him depart for the
shore, on the first morning, with great terror, for
no one could tell when this dragon might begin
to eat men.
Yoroti stood at the lake side while the villagers
watched him from afar, and his wife beat her
hands together in teITor, and the blue head of the
dragon was lifted above the water, and the emerald eyes were fixed upon him. Then he spoke.
"Blue dragon, I come to speak to thee."
And the blue dragon answered:
"What do you wish?"
"I am a rich man, whose sixteen children thou
hast eaten," said the ri ch man, "and I am come to
offer thee a handful of ,gold for every child thou
will! spare. When the gold is gone I have jewels,
emeralds, rubies, diamonds, pearls. Thou shalt
have them all."
The dragon li stened and consented.
"Ilut remember," he said, "when I come to land
I shall snort aloud three times. If the third time
pai:'Fes, anJ thou comest not, I shall take a child."
Y oroti agreed io this, but he knew the dragon's
art, and t11at he hoped in this way t o get gold and
child-flesh too.
·
And now began a life of watching and fatigu e.
The dragon now came to the surface at lea st five
times oftener than before. Even when he slept
Y oroti always desired his wife to watch, and on
the first snort of the dragon to awa.ken him; and
he wore the fee the monster reqmred for each
child over his heart that there need be no delay.
That awful sound, as though the caves where
evil things dwelt were burst open, aroused all
the dweilers by the lake. They clasped their children to their hearts and trembled, but at the second cry they always saw Yoroti, the rich man,
running from his home to the shore, and tJie blue
dragon retired appeased to hi s lake again. And
FO it continued until all the money -and jewels
that Yoroti had possessed were gone but one
great emerald. He could s~ve one more child;
no more.
The peasants by this time adored him. The
priests prayed for him. His fame had spread
far and wide. But, alas! his p ower would soon
end . All were in despair. H e stood on the shore,
with the jewel in his palm, and he besought the
dragon to take it and to leave the peasants henceforth in peace. The dragon only laughed.
"When I have snorted thrice, if I have not my
fee, I will have a child," he said, and retreated
to the lake.
The emerald caught the last glow of the setting
sun as he sank beneath the water; and all was
despair beside the Lake of the Dragon. On the
other side of the lake was a mountain. Upon its
hither side Y oroti went to bewail himself. And
he prayed aloud, crying:
"Let me be taught how to save my poor peasants from the .1nief I have known."

THE ·LIBERT Y
And he heard a cry, and saw the cormorant
hovering over the lake.
"Push the mountain into the lake," were the
words it uttered.
"I cannot move the mountain," said Yoroti,
sadly.
"Believe that you can and see," said the cormorant.
And Yoroti had faith, and extended his arms
and pressed against the mountain ~ ide anri cried:
"Drop into the lake, oh! miountain, and crush
the dragon."
And the mountain moved slowly, and all s~w
it; and instantly it vanished into the lake. The
water splashed all about, drenching everyone,
and they fled; but when they recovM"e<l from
their amazement , behold, the Jake was filled up,
and the dragon buried beneath the mountain forevermore; and a beautiful figure in white, with
wings, stood by Yoroti's side, and said:
"Go, now, an<l take thy wife to the place they
call the Rich Man's Burying Place, and see how
I have watered thy plants."
Yoroti obeyed. Tov,ether the two sought the
desert spot, and found that a little garden had
sprung up there. Sixteen cactus plants, each
beariT'g a great red flower, waved and nodded
their heads toward them, and a s they advanced
the flowers burst open, and from each sprang the
figure of a child-thei r own little children, a s
well and beautiful as ever, each bearing in the
shawl ·it wore pearls and diamonds beyond price,
and gold enough to make Y oroti a rich man
ag<1in.
.
Then he returned to his place and was forever
beloved by them and always happy. The blue
temple was built upon the spot where the dragon's lake had been.
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o:f melting and transportat ion and the cost of recoinage.
The work of refilling the hole left in the Treasury's vaults, Mr. Baker said, was now well under
way, the min t striking off si lver dollars at the
rate of about 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 a month.
In 1918, officials said, .Great Britain's Mesopotamian camp nign was threatened by a s ilver
famine in Indin. Silver, In di::i's monetary standard, was hn·nde r1 a nd hi <iden by t he natives in
the hills. The Briti<h Governmen t, under war
conditions, could not get the metal to keep up its
silver reserve. German p1·opagand a, seeking to
d1·ive a wedge betwee n India and th e empire and
block England's plans in Mesopotam ia, was
spreading the report that the Governmen t could
not redeem its paper currency.
The British Ambassado r laid hi s country's
plight before this Governmen t. Director of the
Mint Baker suggested that the stanrhrd silver
dollars lying idle in the Treasury could be u sed to
meet thP situation and the certificates outstanding against them replaced by Federal reserve
notes. Prompt action was needed.
The Pittman act was passed in six days. Silver
began to move from the sub-treasur i E's at once.
The first shipments were not even mold ed. The
dollars were rolled into little diamond shaped
plates, and solid silver trains, guarded by secret
service agents with sawed-off shotg-uns, were
rushed to the ships waiting to take the metal to
Europe.

TROPIC OASIS IN ALASKA.
Is there an oasis of tropical warmth in the
Arctic region?
An expedition of scientists is now en route to
explore the unknown country cast, west and
north of the Porcupine River in the Yukon ValCOINAGE OF DOLLARS AGAIN IN FULL ley, where
there is reason to believe that an asBLAST.
tonishing oasis of warmth exists
Coinage of silver dollars has been resumed by
The be1ief comes from a discovery of a sudden
the mint, after a lapse of seven years, and the and unexpected change in climate noted by C. J.
work of replacing 279,000,000 standard silve r Mcintyre and two companions travel ling north
dollars taken from the Treasury during the war of the Porcupine by dog sledge last winter.
to sell to Great Britain has been begun.
The thermomet er that day was 40 degrees beSince late in March, Treasury officials said, ap- low zero, when it began to 1·ise rapidly. The
proximatel y 20,000,000 silver dollars have been three men emerged suddenly fr.;.m winter into
coined.
In the same period correspond ing spring, from icy snow to slushy mud.
amounts of s ilver certificates were issued and
In two hours' trampin g they came to a hot
Federal Re serve notes and Treasury certificates spring, then others; the snow disappeared , and
securing them retired. This process, officials said, the stunted growth of an Arctic landscape was
probably would continue for five years, until the transforme d to dense vegetation.
Treasury's reserve of silver dollars is back to its
Mcintyre believes that they were on the outpre-war basis.
skirts of a large region where the climate was
The mint, officials explttined, ceased coining sil- warm, for he noticed that bear, caribou and
ver dollars in 1914, when the supply of metal moose abounded. He reported that one of the
purchased under the coinage act was exhausted. men claims to have seen a wild duck in one of
Further authority to make the dollars was not the warm pools of water.
forthcomin g until 1918, when Congress passed the
No one knows where the caribou. go in winter.
Pittman act to enable the sale of tnelted dollars T~ey slip out of sight during the long Arctic
to England for the relief of the silver famine in wmter and are seen no more until March . If
India.
reports of this new region be true the explanaUnder the terms of the act Director of the tion. as to the winter quarters of caribou is eviMint .Baker sold to England 279,000,000 silver dent.
dollars, amounting to 268,000,000 ounces of silThe little expedition of three was not
ver, at $1.01% an ounce plus the market price of to risk even a day's stop over to explore e•·
the cop]'er content in the dollar. The one and a but will gUide the scientists into the reg
half cents, Mr. Baker explained, paid for the cost coming fall.
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,ITEMS OF INTEREST
CROSSING U. S. ON HORSE.
A saddle horse as a means of transcontinental
touring has not been entirely replaced by automobiles. Lewis E. Etter, 20 years old, a former
student of the University of California, has
started for Harrisburg, Pa., on a horse. Etter
is said to be making the trip for the purpose of
finding out 'first hand just what th'e early California pioneers experienced - when they came
West. Dodging automobiles is far more ha7Jtrdous than dodging Indians, Etter said in a letter
to W. W. Thomas, with whom he boarded in
Berkeley.
SIXTEEN-INCH COAST-DEFENSE GUN.
In the shop tests of the new 16-inch barbe'tte
carriage for coast defense, recently completed at
the Watertown Arsenal, the carriage functioned
very satisfactorily. The load required on the
slow-motion hand-wheel to traverne the piece
was 17 pounds. It took 27 minutes, using man
power, to elevate the gun from 0 degrees to 60 deThe electric traversing and elevating
grees.
equipment had not as yet been assembled. One
of the most difficult problems in designing the
carriage was the control of th e gu11, which, with
its recoil band, weighs about 200 tons. The gun
will have an all-round fire and will throw a 2340pound armor-piercing projectile to an extreme
range of 55,000 yards. It can penetrate 14
inches of armor or more at all ranges up to its
maximum.
THE TAX HURTS THE KIDS.
Millions of dollars are tied up in the playgrounds of this country and municipal athletics
are going to be the biggest things in this land
in years to come. Milwaukee at the present time
has sixty baseball clubs playing in leagues, has
more than twenty ball fields, with plenty of facilities for other indoor and outdoor sports, but
great as these figure s are there would be twice
as many if the war tax was elin;~.iatPcl. Detroit
ha s eighty-five ball clubs and twenty-five diamonds; Toledo has one hundred team;; and twen-·
t.y··ane playgrounds, and Akron, Cle:veland, Kansas City, and others who have gone i11t1J this idea
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0£ development of athletics for the masses have

hundreds of ball clubs, track teams, etc., but all
of these would grow ten fold if the war tax was
taken off athletic goods. It must come off and
the only way it will CQme off is for the youth of
this nation to continually bombard the represen,
tatives in Congress with letters.
Some few days ago the New Haven, Connecticut, park commission announced that a number
of the baseball diamonds in the parks were not
being used on Saturdays. Th1s is the 'first time
in a decade that every diamond has not been reserved for the season. Clubs do not care to play
without unifo1·ms. Uniforms to-day are lasting
more than one season-but get the t a x off and
the New Haven Commission will not. have to
worry about the park diamonds being used.
If the tax is continued on athletic goods it is
more than likely that a number of concerns manufacturing athletic goods will have to curtail its
working forces and this won't make for the continued prosperity of the nation. The manufacturers of athletic goods make about $12,000,000
worth of goods yearly, so this will give you an
idea of the tax that is paid. The tax paid is
nothing compared to the damage done.

LAUGHS
~udge-~ri soner,

the jury has declared you
gmlty. Pnsoner-Oh, that'll be all right judge
You're a too intelligent man, I think, t~ be in~
fluenced by what they say.
. "No, sir," said ~eckham,. "I won't accept that
picture. It doesn t look like my wife at all"
"Well, rou ?,ught to be thankful for that," repli~d
the artist, but some men are so easily pleased
that it's difficult to please them."
"So you claim to possess the heart of a boy?
Bah!" "But, really, I feel just as young as i
ever did." ''.Go on. The fire engines went past
here. five mmutes ago ~nd you were so busy
readm~ some of Emerson s essays that you never
knew it."
"John," said the politi.cal leader's wife, "you'll
have to .get a new, P?hcernan assigned to this
beat; Bndget doesn t l!lce the present one" "All
right," said he, "and while I'm about it i•n get
one that likes his meat rare. I'm getti'ng tired
of overdone beef."
"Hiram, what profession do you thi nk our John
oug ht to follow?" "I dunno," replied Farmer
Kornkob. "John is rather handicapped. The only
profession he thinks he is naturally adapted to is
that of a capitalist, and I can't see where the
money's coming from.'.'
In a village in New Jersey the school mistress
.saw one of the little boys crying. She called him
to her and inquired the reason. "Some of the big
boys made me kiss a little girl out in the schoolyard," was the reply. "Why, that is outrageous!
Why did you not come right to me?" "I-I didn't
know that you would let me kiss you," l1e said.
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iTEMS OF INTEREST
WITHOUT ARMS OR LEGS.
Mrs. Ayers Stafford, of Crandall, Ga., who
has been visiting ·at the home of her brother-inlaw, Tom Stafford and family, has returned to
her home.
Mrs. Stafford was accompanied on her visit by
her little ten-months-old son. The little fellow
has neither arms nor legs, but otherwise a normal child. The parents have received several
flattering offers from different shows to put the
little child on exhibition, but so far have r efu sed
all offers. Mrs. Stafford states that althoug h
poor and needing the money, she prefers not to
get it in that way.

------

crawling insects as to make seeing impossiUle.
The inside became a living mass of fi ghting mosquitoes driving out the first mate. The ca pta · '1
lighted a newspaper and smudged out the pesL.
All passengers were driven inside the cabin s
and fought for their breath amid the whirl ing
mass of tiny c~atures . For t en minu tes the
storm seemed to center it s efforts and results on
the Spokane and continued to deposit the mosquitoes on the ship. T hey lay scat t er ed over the
deck in drifts a nd myria ds of t hem wer e bl0wn
down into the funn els of t he ven tila tors so that
the crew below had a t aste of the pests.
A black bear t ied forwa1'd so suffer ed from the
cruel attacks of the chilled and hun g ry in sect s
that he leaped ove rb oar d :!nd was · h anged to
death by his collar and ch ain.
As soon as t\1.e wind subsided the insects quit
coming and the hose was turned on to wash the
decks clear of th e dead and dying . Capt. Wallaby brought a pickl e bot tle fill ed wi t h the mosquitoes to port. H e scooped them up with a
sp oon from his comp ass and sextant in the pilot:
house.

ATTACKED BY BABOONS.
Baboons are becoming a great menace to live
stock and even to humans in the district known
as Vergelegen in South Africa. Troops of a s
many as 300 baboons are reported as having been
seen. A heavy drought has driven them out of
the hills and into the cultivated districts. In one
of these raids a pack of baboon dcigs were turned
loose and drove the baboons back into the mountains. A big male, according to Haml ey's Menagerie Magazine, r emained at the rea r of the t r oop
and a cted a s defender of the weake r on es. As WALKS FRO M LO S ANGELES IN 83 DAYS ,
The Bronx , New York, h ad :\"1 cld home cele.
the best dog in the pack a t tacked him th e baboon
leaped a side, gripped the do~ aroun d it s middle br ation the other af ter noon whe~ r!'htiven ·md
friend s of twenty-one-year-old John L_ush drop,
and hurled it over a cliff some 50 fe et below .
p ed in at No. 1423 F ranklin Annu3 to ''iehiame
GONE IN SEARCH OF IVORY IN THE him from an e!ghty-c!ght-ds.y h E:e from Lor. Ano
geles. They wore i·ewa·,-ded by tho sight of t h!1
NORTH.
Genuine ivory, which in carved effects is h eld most profu se m op of rl'd h a i;• ar1 d t he masL earn ~
to be of such b eau t y and value a s j ewelry, is very plete set cf fa cial horb tt~e e->'er ra l::>ed by a reeni
scarce .in th P w orld's market s. The recent wa r is youngst er, Th e pecler-trla!' r.;re\'-' the fi era beo
said to be t he cau se of t he di minish ing supply. cause it wns part of the w::gc:• he ma de before
In peacP t imes hundreds of men engaged in tlle he began the hike,
He said he Jrn.d bet ;,,. f'l"Ulci v:alh from the
tvory trarle a nd hunted th e w orld ove r to fi nd
the supnly. Probably thirty men have outfitt ed Pacific t o th o Atl antic ln fo u r month s, e:ttin!_l
irt Seattle. Wash .. this summer to go to the Yu - nothing but raw f11ocl CY"'l t he way !ind subsisLing:
kon and No rt on Sound tundras in search fo r the entirely on his <la il y e:i.:·nlng-<, H e won by efle
remains of mast odons and huge tusks that ac- month and t wo ti.: ~·o , Ho w:;lked from. fo rty t o
company the ext inct mammals. A few years ago fort y-five mile!! mos~ days and canied a fo i-tythere was a regul a1· trade for the ivory found pound pack,
One pair of shoes sufficed for the trip, although
in the floes of ice a nd glacier zflorai s in the r ethey were r esole d t hree times and required twengion north of the Yukon River .
Much ivory also comes from the w alrus and ty-two sets of h ob n ails. The eyelets were in
norwhal of Bering- Sea and often a company of perfect condition at the finish. Asked how he
Eskimos is found who possess 18'·ge quantities managed to keep a supply of fresh raw fo od, the
of tusksi and teeth. A vast amount of ivory is wa lker said h e had purchased nuts 2nd vegetaheld in Alaska a s relics by men who have tra ded bles wherever he found them in ::?" ~ ·11c:e and
for it. Because of the record price being offered Gent them by par cel post to the citi=3 n~ ex,~ec ted
•
to make in the next few days.
for it much will likely be brought back this fall.
"Get any rides?" he was asked.
"Well, it was this way," he r epiicd. " I was
bound by the wager to walk, but I did test the
SHIP HIT BY MOSQUITO CYCLONE.
A sti fl' breeze from t he vicinity of Icy Stra its, hospitali t y of American s by checking the number
150 miles away, brough t su ch a cl oud of mosqui- of cars that passed me. I foun<i that 15 per
toes as to overwhelm t he crew and passenger s cent. of the drivers will try to give a fellow a
of the steamshi p Spokane, wh ile en r oute from lift. Eighty-five per cent. step on the gas-they
Skagway to Seattle. The storm which a ssumed a re so kind-h earted they hate to bother you with
the whirling motion of a cyclone evidently p icked their dust, I suppose."
Lush looked none the worse for the experi-·
up millions of the insects from bogs and carried
th~m seaward. Strikin&" the Spokane the mos- cnce and said that he had lost only nine pounds
qu1toes covered everythmg. The glass of the en route. He credited raw food for ilis excelDilot house was imbedded so thickly with the lent condition.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
FISH IN YARD.
liabilities encountered in playing golf, and for
Frank Moses, an orchardist, of Cashmere, an additional premium, the policy holder may seWash., says the fish are coming right into his cure coverage up to $10,000 for accidents in
front ya:rd this summer. One 'Sunday morning which more than one person is injured.
as he was starting for church he heard a flopping noise in an open irrigallion ditch between
two rows of apple trees and sea,rched for the BARGES FORM GANG PLANKS FOR WISE
cause.
.OLD RODENTS.
It was an eight-pound salmon struggling to
Harbor officials exercise great care along the
keep its head under water. A little distance up New York water front to keep rats from gaining
the orchard he found another, about a pound the shore via the mooring lines without passing
heavier, and all the way to the feed gate there quarahtine inspection. As the only way rodents
were large salmon ploughing their way in the on incoming vessels can pass inspection is to die,
ditches. There is a screen across the mouth of it is natural that those with leanings toward life ·
the inigation canlll. to prevent fish from enter- ashore take advantage of opportunities offered by
ing the laterals. Thi s gate is ten feet high, so careless barge captains to smuggle themselves to
that in getting over the salmon had to make a terra firma.
ten-foot leap.
It is not unusual to see big liners of the wellknown transporation companies carefully moored,
a rat guard on every hawser and sufficient disA DWARF BEAR.
Charles Wyers of Husum, ·wash., shot an ani- tance between the ship's side and dock to dismal said to be a dwarf desert bear. The crea- courage any athletic rat, with a fleet of barges on
ture weighed but twenty-five pounds, was full the other side touching the ship and extending
grown and in appearance similar to the brown clear across to the next dock, thus affording a dibear of the Cascade Mounta ins except that it rect route ashore for all rats that care to land.
Rats, as any mariner knows, are wise beyond
possessed a smaller neck and a larger stomach.
It was killed along the road toward White their years, the master of a ha1·bor tug observed
Salmon. The dwarf bear was scared out of a recently in discussing the rat problem. It never
clump of sage brush. The curious animal was but seems to occur to the health inspectors that when
twenty inches long and was believed to be a cub the rats can't get ashore via· the ropes the next
until on examination it was found to have hard best thing is to drop into a barge alongside and
paws and worn teeth. Old hunters decla1·e it be ferried to some distant or nearby dock where
must be at least five years old.
getting to land requires no hazard other than
It had a burrow in the sand, the opening of climbing to the nearest cap log.
which was in the midst of the clump of sage.
Its last meal had been three ground squirrels.
The specimen was immediately despatched to the
THE SCREWDRIVER MUST FIT TH,E
State Museum in Seattle. Old hunte.rs declare
SCREW.
the Indians frequently told of baby bears living
What do you know about your screwdriver?
in the sand dunes, but none was ever seen befo1·e.
This is the. to.ol that is used more often than any
other, but it is a safe bet that few amateur meTO SELL INSURANCE FOR GOLF
c~anics know all tJ:e facts stated by Harry D.
ACCIDENTS.
. Livers, ·plant supermtendent of the SouthwestGolf liability insurance is to be written by at ern. Bell Tele_ph~n~ Company for Kansas, in a
least two of the big Hartford insurance com- series of qu~stion s m the Southwestern Telephone
panies, according to an insurance official, who News (St. Louis), as follows:
said recently that already the Hartford Accident
"Do you know that the screws, from the smalland Indemnity wurance Company and the Aetna est to the largest sizes, most commonly used in
Life Insurance Company had issued some of the our work have only three sizes of slots?
\ golf insurance poli~ies..
.
,
"Do you know that these · screws require three
With golf becommg mcreasmgly popular and different sizes of screwdrivers?
the courses more and more crowded, there are
"Do yo.u know that slots in screws are rectmany more chances of a player injuring or kill- angular m shape? Do you know that screwing another player or a spectator. Even cad- drivers should be filed to fit the screw slots?
dies, good, bad and indifferent, are underwritten
:'Do you know that if driver fits the screw
'against injuries, provided they were accidentally slots you will not break screw heads off? This
inflicted. The Hartford is to issue a policy cov- prevents waste.
ering the assured against Joss of life or injury
"Do you know that if driver fits screw slot the
to himself, liability from injury or death of an- danger of driver slipping is reduced to a miniqther, and the destructi6n by fire of golf equip- mum, preventing accident?
ment up to $50. Death and liability are covered
"Do you know that if driver fits the screw
up to as high of $5,000, loss of both eyes, $5,000, slots and you simply turn . the driver, and no
and loss of one eye, $2,000.
pressure is necessary, you will not upset your' The Aetna Life policy consists of a rider at- ladder? This is Safety First.
tached to its general liability policy, specifying
"Have you the proper number of drivers in
that the Provisions of the policy apply solely to youl' tool-kit? Al'e the drivers property shaped?"

CURED HIS
RHEUMATISM !

DEVEL OPMENT
OF PALE STINE
Rapid progress is
b eing made in
developing Palestine under Brit-

.i:i - Gover~ment
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0AMPHOR.

T he
camphor
output of Form osa,
combined
w ith th a t of J a pan,
con st itu te~
the bulk of the
w orlJ's supply of
th i s
valuable
gum. The most
valuable of t he
camphor fore st s,
it appears, a r e
w ith in
savage
t erritory.
An
American consular office r who
v isited a Formos a camphor for est hn.s made an
interesting
report.
J ~ fte r dimbn•g
a st eep an rl slinpery hillsi\le he
ca me
upon
a
large
camphor
t ree lying i elled
across his pad1 .
The whole air
w as pervaded by
a strong odor of
camphor. A l ittle
fu rth er u p t h e
hill he found th e
still s themselves,
situated by the
side of a moun t a in stream , a mid
the most l.uxu r iant vegetation.
The pTocess by
which th e camnh or is ex t racted
fr om the woo d ;s
~ imp !e an d inexp e n s ive. T he
chips are placed
in. an ir on retor t
and he ated by a
slow fire. The
camphor
va por
given . off from
the chips passes
along a bamboo
tube into a cooling box, wl1ere it
con denses in the
form of crystals.
The ch ips are r en ewed every
t wenty - f o u r
h ours, a n d every
eighth day or so
t he fire is exting uished an d t he
c'.·yst1J s scraped
off from the sides
a nrl. }lottom of t he
cr y sta llization
box.

A true ·
hair grow er
Sworn proof of h air growth a fter baldness. Ama zing r eports of legions of u sers of Kotalko, in stop ping
loRs of h ai r , over coming cia nd rutf, conqnedng baldness.
He re's t he fai r est offer in the w orld- u se Kota)ko. lf
it doesn' t c;io all you ex pect. ~et yo ur money back I Forg~t past bad luck with y our hair. This is somethi ng
dtfforent. Get KOTALKOat a ny busy dru ggist'<. Or
m a il 10 cents f or t esting p r oof box with g ua r a ntee to
JS.c:>t aiko Office. BD·375. Stat io n X. N e w _Y o rk

OLD COIN S W A NTE D
$2 to $500 EACJ:l paid r o r Hu n d r e ds of
Coin s dated \JHore 1895. K eep A L L old
Mon ey . You may hnYe Coins worth a
J,arg'e Premium . Send l Gc. for n e w
I Hus t rated Co in Va lue Book. size .&x6.
Get P osted a t Once.
CL:\RK ~_ COl ~ CO ., Bux S5, L e Roy, N. Y,

$

o n legPl allldPv!t, J ohn Hart BriO&in, 'buslne!a mari, ceditled.
ie th is: "My hea.d A\ t he top s n d b u k was a bselut ely bald. 'l' he
waa ehiny. An ex p ert said t h at ho tho u gh t t h e h a ir r oots we re
e :xtinet., Rnd the re w as no • opo ol m y e"fer llav ing a n ew ha ir growth.
" Yet now, ob a n ege over 6 6, I h oTe a lu.= rinnt growth of
~oft, s t rong. Justreu• h ni r I No trace of b a ltl n eos. T h" pi ctu r es sh own
b.ar e are fro m m:r p hotograp hs.'' Mr. Jlritlain cert ified f urther:
~on l p

L.~D~'~

SECRET OF HAIR GROWTH
" At a time wh en I h od become discoura ged:
nt try in g va r ious ha ir 1'1\i•n s, t onics, s peeiali sta'
.treatm ents, etc., I ca m& ac ross, in my t raTels, a
Cherokee I ndian ' medi cine m an' who hai an eli11ir
that he assevera t ed w ould gr o,.- my h a ir. Althougk 'A/Hr hair gro'IJll,.
[ h ad but li t tle fa ith., I gaTe ii a trial. 'h m y
amazemen\ a JigM fu zz s oon a ppeare d . It developlMl, day 'lly day, lntc>
s healthy &TOwt~ and ere lonir mY. hail! :was aa :proliJiG as in m~
:youthful d ays.

That I wos astonish~cJ ancl happy is espressing my state of mind mildly.
Obviously, t he hair roots had no t been .tead, b u t w ere dor mant in
the scalp, awaiting the f er t ilizi ng potency of the my•terious pomado.

I negotiated for a nd c:im e into p ossession of the p r inciple for preparing this my!terieu s eli xi r , now called Kotalko, and later had th&

Pholo when bald, ;J"ecip e put into p raclical f orm by a chemist.

That my own hair growth was permanen\ has b een amply provecJ.• •

How YOU May Grow YOUR Hair /

It bes b een proved In very man y cases that hair roots aid.
:Dot d ie e »cn when the hair f ell out th.i-ough d a ndruff, f eTer,
alopecia areata or cert ain other hair or acalp d~o r i e rs. Miss
A. D. Otto r eport•: '' Abou' 8 years ago lllT h ai r b egan to fall
ou t until IDT aoaJp In spo t a wac
&lmoat e:nlftly !Jald. I n•ed
r
ever ythln1 th at '\Ta's :i:ocomn:'end•
~
ed but waa ahraya 1hsap p ointtci
until at 1..t I cam e across KoFOR FA WNG HAIR
t al ko. My bald speta a re b ei•!I
BALDNESS, DANDRUFF
c over . . n ow; tl•e grow l h is a lready abou t Oree iBches. '' G •
W. Mitchell reports : " I h ad
spots compl ete ~ bal d, OT•J'
which h air Is . . w growintr s in ee
I u sed Koto lk o. " Mr s. MaUJd,.
:Maxwell r eporb: "The who)&
bon t of m y 'lllead wao aa balcl
as the palm of my hand fo r a b eu t 15 year.. S ince usin g
X otalko, hair is growing al.. over l ha •l&eei \hat w as bald.' •·
'Kot• lko u fDD"•rful
:ManT more splendid, conTincins :reporls 1rem ••tu&e4 uaers,
fH w onwn's h<lir.
-~
c on tain• OE1'\1INJ!l :BEU OIJ. and other p e t ent
II
•
gretlieBt a. Ne alcohol, no sllla•p oo ; b ot a hair e lixir In•
U
w on tl erful efti c!lCT. All ingretlients are. safe a nd harmlesof
~,
••m - ; ; _ _ e·nafor a cllild'a -lp utl 'lllata. Pe s1t1 TelT KOTALKO 1s
o•e d eli1d1tfnlly r eliable hair prepara tion t hat snceeus
upon genuine merit. Buy a bo:r of ltOT.Ax..O al t llle drng s tere. Or ask for Kotal k o
at the toilet coods or dnog counter of a.y large dep &rtmen ~ stor•. B e•emb er the
~ame, Accept nothin g else aa • 'just aa ceotl. •' $ 300.0 0 GU~EE. Or if y ou s•ntl
10
cents (silTer or at ampit), you will receiTe a l'. .Ol' l!OJI: of Ketalk o w it h 111!.0CHURE,
~s !_paid .
D~termi n o NOW t• eliminate DANDRUFF,__te tre at BALDNESS, to STOP
~R FROM FAL LING.
Ge' • )OlC •• i9Ull.ll\ffd
•PPIT •nee or
ClailT; watch ill your mirrDr. For PROOF BOX (10 &O'f.ALICO,
cents, none ot h erwlH) 'lfl'ita ~o

K 0 TALI 0

. For Sale at all
BusyDrug Stores

l

J il 1

-;(1]

nnce

KOTALKO OFFICES , BA-375, ·Station X, New York
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City,
Write to Riker & King, Advertisin g Offices, 118 East 28th Street, N ew York
for particulars about advertising in this magazine.
A T urkish or 8 S outh Wabasli A ve11ue, Chicago,
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successful
most
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They Contain
Valuablt! Information on .Almost Every Subject
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Every boy should obtllill tlHii UookJ Ut:i it
c:outa111~ lull · instrucuon.s for orgauiziug au a1ut1lt:'U r
miustrd u ·o upe.
:r>v. 46. IHJ\V TO .\IAKE AND USE ELECTRICl'l'Y.
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-A t..Ic:o;1..·111H· Vn u1 tJH• wou<lerl~l u:,ts u~ t'l el'tll~1Ly :..1nti
clet: t ru 1u .. e;ucu s u1; lugctller \\' llu Lull 111::,trucuuw:i l:or
maKt11g 1. 1<..- t:lt'lc Toys. lhtttel'i~ ::; , t:lc. H.Y Ucorge 'J'rcLH!l
A ...\l. ...\l L>. CuJJ\a1ulug over 1llt.Y i11ustrations. ~
:r>o. ·IO. uow 'l'U 13u1LH A:-01' SA.LL (.;,\. OK:s.-A
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l\o. ;a. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH. CARDS.Co11 rn il iJil.~ t•:xpl u nation~ of the ge1;1cral prtnc1ple::J. of
sleigi it- v f-1"111<1 app licau le to card tricks; of card tricks
with urd l I1a1 )' ,·artts , and not requiring sleigllt-of.-llaud;
of nicks involvi11i; s leig bt-of-l!and, or tbe use of spaciul.y prep a red cards. Illu strated.
:r>u. 53. HOW TO WR M E LE~TERS.-A wonderful
little book, Lt:lling you bow to write to your swectb<>art,
your fatller, mother, sister', orotller, employer; and, In
fact, eYeryllo<ly au<i anybo<ly you wisll to write to.
F·or sale by nil 11ewsdealers or will be sent to any
address on receipt of price, 10 cents per cvPJ'. in money
or postage stamps, 1.J y

FRANK TOUSEYt Publisher,
New York
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ln Kt'Utncky; or. After the Iledskins and R.enegncJes.
fl!lll 11!'1 )<loll; or. Tbe Witch o f Red Hook
Point.
Scn<:r l':i,·e: o r , Hiding From Tryon.
a111 I 1h" .J niler; or. Di1rl!'ing Ont of Captivity.
Tru111pet Blust ; or , Tbe R n1tle Cry of Fret>dom.
Call to A'rms ; or, "'nshington's CIPvPr Ruse.
\Vh i rlwinct .Attack; or, A 'l'er1·ihle 811qirise to
Tnrl oton.
•
Ont \\"i th BraYe Barry; or , Tbe Battle With
th<' "l ~ nirorn."
Lo8t Trail: or. The E<cape of the Traitor.
B<>~t l ng tile Skinn ,. ra; or. Clearing Ont a Bnd
Lot.
Fl3nk M•n-P : or . C oming Up Be bind thP Briti•'h.
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Foree<] Mnr ch : or. <'nni::nt in a TPrrible 'l'rap.
Def<'nfllni; B onDington; or, lT<'lping l<ener:1I
Stark.
Yonn .c: ~1 {'.-.:. ~t>ng e r; or, ~tormi11g th e Jersey
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:: :HI th,• Jn1l ian F ig btPr: or, Raving Ille Southt... rn ~ P t tier~ ;
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r, r bale Uy all nt'''" !ii.dealers, or \Viii be sent to tlI•Y addre!i!:' on 1·et'E•ipt of prke, 7,.. Jlt>r co py, in 1noney or po8tage stn1nJls, by

))'RANK TUl'l'E\'. 1'111J., 168 W. 23<1 St., N. l' .

SCENARIOS

HOW TO

WRITE THEM

Price S5 Cm>to Per Copy
Tbls book contains ell the most r~ent changes In tbe
method of coastr11et1ou and submission ot scenartoa.
Sixty Lessons . <:overing erery phase ot scenario writing. l!'or sale by aJJ Newsdealers and Bookstores.
It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
35 <:ents. In money or i-ostage stamps. and we wtll
mall y ou one, postage free. A<ldress
L . 8ENAK£NS. 219 Seventh he .• :New York. N, Y.

